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The easy outlet for MATV installers

Channel Master variable isolation wall
tapoffs offer such speed, convenience
and utter accuracy of installation that
you're bound to feel guilty about using
them. They're so quick and easy to con-
nect, inspect and set, you'll be amazed
at how little time it takes to finish the most
complex MATV system professionally!

You'll also be amazed at how they sim-
plify inventory and end up saving you
time, money and trouble.

So please, don't feel guilty about taking
the easy outlet.

CHANNEL MASTER
DIVISION OF AVNET, INC. Ellenville, New York 12428

... for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card



ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER

21-Cff,=CY
COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

GENERAL ELECTRIC 1307 RCA VICTOR 1306
Color TV Chassis N-1 TV Chassis KCS169X Series

MAGNAVOX 1310 ZENITH 1309
TV Chassis 1949 Series Color TV Chassis

1 4A9C29/14A10C29
RCA VICTOR 1308

Color TV Chassis CTC43 Series

Chassis Layout
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

1306
RCA VICTOR
TV Chassis
KCS169X Series

JULY  1970
RCA VICTOR PART NO.

C601 -3 section electrolytic 125989
C601A-200,Lif, 175v
C6018 - 508f, 175v
C601C -400µf, 17.5.
F201 - Fuse - 5a 1 18969
L201 -RF 114314
L202 - 2.7zih 107463
L501 -horiz hold 125129
1502 -RF Choke 107385
L503 - RF Choke 107385
L601 - reoctor - filter 127043
R101 -150011 15w 125120
R106-4711 5%, 7w, WW 121229
R210 - control, contrast/bright/vol 125123
R241 -control. video bias 122768
R526 -control. vert lin pert size rert hold 125122
RF601 - fuse -0.3511 124263
RT601 -therm -169 cold 128492
1201 -audio trap -band pass 125114
1202 -ratio del 125115
T203 -audio output 125116
1204 -IF input 113097
T205 - IF input 113097
T206 - 1st pix IF 116115
1208 -2nd pix IF 116116
T501 -boil, output 129708
7502 - vert output 1251 17

Yoke - deflection . 1311636
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1307
GENERAL

ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis N-1

JULY  1970

rL

-

ELECTRONIC Tri-W=TECHNICIAN / DEALER

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION GENERAL ELECTRIC PART NO.

X501 -Quartz, Crystal, 3.58MN: ....... EP41X1
C4024 -2002.2f,  100% -10%, 350v electro EP31X18
C4028-1002.0, 1100%-10%, 175v, electro P31X18
C402C -5021f, +100 -10%, 175v, electro .............. EP31018
(403A-2002AI, +100% -10%, 350v, electro
(403E1 -1004f, +100% -10%, 175v EP31018
C403C-50µf, +100%, -10%, 175y electro EP31018
0152 -trans, NPN. silicon, AGC keyer EP15X7
0200 -trans, NPN. silicon Sync on EP15X3
0201 -trans, 60111. crIc EP15X7

EP15X9
EP1509

EP15X10

0202 -Pons, 60,12 react
0203 -trans, boriz osc
0204 -trans, ham driver
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0501 -trans. NPN, silicon, burst arc EP15X5
0502 -Pons, NPN, silicon, blanking driver (P1509
R165 -control, AGC, 1X EP49X44
R171 -control, triple contrast, 500K, 20% EP49X50
R176 - contr, trip brite. 200K. 30% EP49X50
91 77 - contr, 50K. brite limit adjust EP49X52
R236 contr, HV adjust, 350K EP49X46
R242-contr, 20M. focus adjust EP49X51
R254-contr. triple V hold, 500K. 30% EP49X50
R257 -cont, dual, V height, 1M EP/9X45
R309-contr. on -off vol., IM(WM25 1NBG-1) (P49X3
R511 -contr, color, 500111WM253NWD-11 EP49X54
R511 -contr. color, 50011 (WM25114E10-1) EP49X16
R513- contr, tint. 2K11 (WM253NWD- 1) EP49X55
8513-contr, tint, 2K12(WM251N8G-1) EP49056
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ON -SIGNAL VOLTAGES AND WAVE SHAPES
TAKEN WITH NOISE FREE SIGNAL

 VOLTAGE VARIES WITH CONTROL SETTING
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R542-contr, triple, red screen, 1M EP49X43
L151 - coil, 47.25 trap EP36X13
1152 -coil, IF xforrner EP36X42
L156 -coil, LC filter EP36X51
L157 coil, 4.5MHz trap w/core EP61 X3
1159 -Cod, delay line EP36050
L201 -coil, horiz. osc EP36X55
1302 -coil, quad EP36X52
L402 - coil, degoussing EP36X62
1.403 -filter reactor EP6303
T151- xformer, 1st IF plate EP61 X9
7152- xforrner, 2nd IF plate EP61 X7
7153 -xformer, 3rd IF plate EP61 X8
T201 - xformer, horiz output EP77X7
7202 xformer, vent output (P6407
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B-

1302 -xforrner, audio output EP64X8
T401 -*Towner, Moment EP64X9
T501 -coils. Omens bandpass EP36X2
1502 -stoma% chrome demod EP36X65
RI 73 - 5K, -L-10%, 5w. carbon film EP14X19
R237-4.76. :L-10%, 7w, WW EP14X6
R241 - focus. voltage dropping EP41 X2

R243 -47M, :L-10%, 1.5w, 4kv EP14X1

R244 - yaristor, lma. -1:15% (1850v EP13X2

R246- raristor, ltna, 715% @5750 EP13X3
R260 - therm 5006. 710%, @25 *C EP14X20
R402-2, :L-5%. 7w WW EPI4X21
R403-270, =10%, 3w WW EP14X22

R410-3.96.'-10%, 7w, WW EP14X26
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CONNECT FOR

,R24,
121.IVNITIED FILM

L _frocus ASSY

RA42' 4FOCUS
A02

4.5KV

^4214.3

4.5KV

"
/011

,;1011\:111
Ill

1 01
+10I rl

31

36

4 vi
I

"

flV

Tit
O

13

n 1e

13

AL

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis N-1

O
ff3, t

I 0
1

.1111.:1111111,11111.1.
I,

11
0V

I,
ill li

CD

"Al

KEC

15
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ELECTRONIC 7 r
-
-#EmTECHNICIAN /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS (7,-,1

\:_"/ 200V PVPS°147r):Rofe
WA, AGC haler

h11.5.5...mm 17505

ISOM ORM p

(;"1) CR706 Cathode
5V P -P Horiz. Rate

elEINOIE 18112111111111111

f.", V706-2
"\:./- 18V P -P Horiz. Rate

Grid Video Output

1308
RCA VICTOR
Color TV Chassis
CTC43 Series

JULY  1970

n n

Arj

V705-9
® 115V P -P Horn Rote

Grid Blanker

L

rte, 500

L

E ff ray

V

t
V

'V dos
5530
OD

TPT01. pw_goo

7er

X.;

'4U1A.1"

4Q1;7_
1 1

in 1111 iill

Sra

0-0

TAMARA WAS COMMA

IPM 200

PW700-12
150V P -P Horiz Rate
13-Y Amp Output

C15.

MaiCtS,
000

°

'11Il
11

'

,1
ViTV

III

,r,"Na PW700-7
\t, 36V P -P Horiz. Rote

G -Y Amp Output

IMP 11 - - MO

5 C250
4033

 I.Prie 5

1

I w- 505 Irk I
0 50.

.;;Te C50 CS.

,
r I

c

cos
5597.. Am _p.m

r r200 I
IV,/ v

25.4

// 105

QM 1

.55.1

OTP501
75V P -P Hon: Rote
OP1Po, Sync Amp

(Q, PW700-3
130V P -P Hera Rate
R -Y Amp Output

1101.1.)51h
.0%

..

ISI ,0.r
.3_ V

15.35
*500

270 

11

.1510
405 cpa.

70207

-I- -

mote
1,15pr / .7"

GF7A
ART ODE

IMMI ME MM, 1MM

I

I

r. 5%,

ID

Q

(i) TP501
\-;. 750 P -P Ven Rap

000,1 Sync Amp

,111 11111

ofiY100ittIVIii
It

(,) V701-9
3V P -P Horiz Rate
Grid G -Y Amp

-er

cdo,
5574
shLy

 

cs

I 00.
I

Rec  robe
I

VERT Ldf
e. len

5106

0
PE/00,

TP503
0 3000 P -P Hord. Rat

CH.. Tap L501.8

:111e,ei10.441,1kkkolet
,.1

(;..3), V702-1
6V P -P Horiz. Rote

Grid B -Y Amp

,1L
15111.

ARA
0415,56

Th Pester S t
11.5.

a. _ 1C

.y.....1maa.S.T7701

I

0- Chu

ma.

v do%

1.e 1GiNa

TP 502
CO 45v P -P Amy Rani

Cathode Nord Osallefor

/ I
411

14400111/14141191.1
II 11'1

*V704-2
6V P -P Horiz Rate

Grid R -Y Amp

 100 -1

lc
,55.1

0 PW 700 r

Z5000

111

*C3

ECOtTlaST

vER1.I
too.0 nO:StICATT,1

5.505&;

ICS

F-f-

V502-9
0 908 P -P Vert Reza

Gold Voot Osedlefor

..
IMOmmantitkaai

A701 - 1 ond 9
*..29 9V P -P Mom Rots
Chrome Input to Dented

dome Pm. AMA/. Amp dam

0. \

B

ca c.t,Rol

7.11

'0AA

110AMASS

AAA ....eel. OM
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IZ

1111111.1111111111
,op. eir

UlMi...411111111

A A701-2
101/ P -P Horiz. Rate
Demod Reference

CA.

"70#

cz.L.
.0 .0 glolosom wow www wo ommum ms il

0 0502.2
000 PP Vert. Role
0n4 Vert. Outddr1

AT,,) 8701- 3 and
,1.."1/ 8V P -P Horiz Rote
Chrome Input to Demod

F

.011101a.

V902-6 (Undt.L /
1200V PP /deft Rots

Vwtocol Oulmt

A701-8
@ IOV P -P Hari: Rote

D.mod Rference

0
C) 400V VP -5P Von RR.

Plat. VI,/ Ode/1101ot

703-E
60V P -P Horiz. Rote

Chrome Reference Output

fin4,:,5
111 r7 tql

I

1

csoi

os Ow
am= EN. mom

izt
SCR

Rol

1
8

441 Oo

:;:',%17 NNW

PlOSAN . 40,
aIP

1
IX. an PW800

I NW8 A
71 -ti

r
LOOL

rse -wen
as

aal

do,
'so
mrod*d/

ar.C.1.1
.11

,1111144411:1:7t.

aal ala.11.a.a..

Phi 6001

(2=1
c

cww
ra OS

- I
POMO. 111107.a

0 CR501 Anod
22V P P Nora Ra/o

lair .0. De/scror

Ilr

@A701-4
7V P -P Horiz Rote
D.mod Output

, 0.5

6111old/
XfAc
 cdm.e.

I_

icgotr a-- -11

.7,71 c 41)
/do,

 

6

17
CR501

12v P P r", Rot.
Hon: Pna. DefeLlor

111 111

HEORROWIN01.1.
1111 Ilt

A 701- 6. 6V P -P Horiz Rot.
Demod Output

Td." C02 50 P P Vet, Role
Sdnc Input

NOM*

"coons +C.. MOM
ECE, PONIN

 PaCOT 1.0.1MCE NIEla01 CaT Pl. /Papa MA
   ...CAT. PS ROOM.
SCAPOC4NCE +AWES NW YON

OK o NOW WOO MI .
11VaP..t.lErt aCra NI ONCE..POO.. AM  a Oman40 POP Mall, IND Ma 1 eV
SOSO .0.0 ON. la
Taal Aland  TUNE. NI, PCOTONmall. 01. PM 404  P. "-PI, .1 TOMO.

:r.
Per00

um,
,,

.6102

my.
.00.

rc
sow so,o.

cc., O., . 4.1111 C 1..1..
CMS NM IT 0 CTC ...3. z
CT. Ma MP 101 MO El <MASS*
C TC  4131.11aar.
Call IR E. C.a. CTC431..,.0.41

MOM

0 TP706
IV PP 1-10112 Rote

Grid 1st Chrome Amp

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

PW700-14
*@ 5V P -P Horli R0/11

Input 2nd Chromo Amp

RCA VICTOR PART NO

C105 -4 section electrolytic
C1054 -200µf, 200v
C1058 -175µf, 175v
C105C-40µf, 300n
C1050-21:80µ1, 10v
C106-2 section electrolytic
C106A - 200µ1, 350v
C1068-15041, 350v
C107-2 section electrolytic
C107A -1500, 175v
C1076-150,4 175v
CB101 -breaker-circuit
CR401 - damper

130821
130821
130821
130821
130821
126340
126340
126340
130769
130769
130769
130077
120818

CRM1 -module -color 130058
F101- Fuse- bop 120785
1C201 -circuit integ, AFT. CTC. 4351, XU, XR 130130
K299 - circuit - Mtn CTC 43A. XT, XU 130122
IC299 integ sound, CTC 4358 130751
1105 -AC line filter 126602
1299 -discriminator 130121
1401 -halt eff 129453
1501 -hoot 109947
1702 osc strength 121591
1709 -roc mutual 11542/
0201 -AGC 124753
9202 -1st pm 1F 124757
0204 -3rd pus 1F 124754
0205- lot video 130139
0206 -chromo preomp 130139

7-
IKRK140

V.

6 LIR

54,!VAR,

,, 54 FRONT
o

Ito
too

L

2

RCA VICTOR
Color TV Chassis CTC43 Series

0207 - 2nd video 130139
0501 -AGC keyer 126712
0502 -sync on 130139
0503 -sync sep 129899
0504 -noise gate 130139
0701 - killer 124755
0702 occ 123941
R106-270011 10%, ICML film 130082
R108-211 10%, 10w. WW 126.360

5130-910.00011 5%, 1/2w. special CT( 43XR 131041
5420 -control, contrast/vert hold/horiz hold 130108
R421 -control, bright limiter 125076
R701 -control killer/vert height/vert lin 130107
R767 - control, blue/green/red screen 126763
RT 102 - therm 24011 cold 127227
RT103 - thorn 1711 cold 131164
RT201 -therm 430011 cold 124813
RV401 -nonstop hold down 124811
RV501-voristo 635v 130147
RV701-noristor degauss 126424
RV1101-noristop 130042
1102- horit orlon 131044
1103 -oudio output 120822
T104 -vent output 130092
1105 - filament 130624
1105 - filoont 130090
T701 -burst 130104
T703 - oscillator 121559
T704 -2nd chrorna 130101
11101 -driver 130041
RT101 -therm temp comp, 3.811 115942

yoke deflection 131772

7't -/741-c1:55-

Rs3

e.ORe

`too

C33
.z2

R66003

526
4. UN!

Or
3524

IF 00T1/01
ev

°-LTO

L
1300

03
2634

52 1C32
31/0

10

53 REAR el
I 5511

to
234S FRONT r .1 - - - - -

?te

nCq
TO PITS00

1-L
T

5101

01
elS

ALL WW1 TACf ValaS IN Oa.   .000
AU. IS ETO. ITATT .CPT
AS .1.10Ta

apAC.TANCII Pal.. NI PP IICaT
INDICA,.

as al TC NE .0. NI ...Taal .3 POINTION
 aaTE  Tau CONNECTION OI 01.00 NO.
PS. DENOT. CONTACT IN PON C OaNCT

Oa OPPOSITC NM a 114,01

-- C.
; 1.000

PAWN.
ORO

Li

L.

La

D trSE
ales_D ";°.

21 c.

NT

ioo

-Er11--8
Inn

T.24

I

Ld

KRK 1511

emadtd TRIM corracrrolos

co
to

L.

561.
0 0 a ,---  'MT
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1309
ZENITH
Color TV Chassis

14A9C29/14A10C29

JULY  1970

E L ECT R ON I C T77/5ffEfiTECHNICIAN / CO

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

110111101111
6V P -P

15.75 KHz
240V P -P 145V P -P
15.75 KHz 15.75 KHz

FION: NOM. /. NNW. AN
u MTV INAS/

ADM TO
Lzulat pa

i,__,VS,
TOMO

020!
111-4N
I.11- LAC

NOV

WO*

Ig

O 2.
detl

 1141.41,

0101
AI- SOO OR
111-301 OR 111-301I
1 ST. I.I.

.71JITalc,
1 47

V1030
in SITS
NUN SYNC.
60.0.C. AMP.

V110311
1/2 SITS I V2OTA1/t 11110
SOWN LINTER JOUND DISCR. ....,

, I

'
I

sr, ,
 020110

.1". 1/3 84110
NOCE 0111C.

IRON

If 3JB-00AS51S 150-160 00 60-162

0 NI
III- 502 011
Ib-DYS 01111/1-4/0
t 110. I. F.

101/ P -P

60 Hz

1.6V PP

CP84V60Hz
420V P -P

60 Hz

-

lei - et! on LS' s..
lei-Ste
3RD I.F. 471

*"

I.4% _

0103

SRO. ,o. tga

""
14%

, «14

lit T

ONO

31

TP

417 
ILL

60

S V2010
1/1 EATS
CATHODE
FOLLOWER

INv

O 1.7V PP
60 Hz

ftt
0 60

9 P P

60 Hz O 44V P -P

60 Hz T 7.3V P -P
60 Hz

IIII II M
0 60y P -P 0 26V P-0 0 1350V P -P 0 24V P./ 0 95V P -P

60 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz 80 Hz 60 Hz

V202

1.

1.6V PP
15.76 KHz

0201
Ill -NT
VIDEO
DRIVER a 

ssor°

dr

#

-IF

VDOSC
I/3 SUN
HOME . DINH.

V204.11
I/1 16A11 tor

020$
EMI
110011. OUTPUT

-1IL_Isa Dr°

p

YM
1.. a.

V20411
I/t 80011
VERY. 0111C.

. 0205 3
ID 307
VERT. BLANKER

V tOS
OAS CR sweel
VERTICAL
OUTPUT

-
._12116111-

Me,

IS of Ilk

V210 3015,
3011] OR 30C3
N.V. RECT.

VIIIVlIl
NINA Ea

A VOLT. NIL

wow

L

NOT *et ROO CI1111.1 In
MITORILr. NON. ..

PIE

I9HCP22

I .r sit
u 
11

SOO /10
10

0104
121- TN
PINCUSHION
CORRECTION

-E2PIewv

10 PH
1100, ek;
I et

r:

1

U/II
0411

2

10101

vzoime
01:471: se

I/1 n .

I IT. cooR

CM

.-41-..--.--10 41/ ...VII
.2..2.°4

0  SD MAN  ON
 UN u0(111 MAO
MOON

P° cow

Swim.,

.
Vt04
1/3 EONS
0-. AMP

V1040
1/1/ HON

MAP

oN

0204
Ill- 7411
1110 COLOR
ARP

sic

tor
1/-

02140
I/! HUN
RE ACT. COW.

1).
*

 as

I S4 'WSJ ia 101
P CO, 1000

VINE
I/3 INNS
R-. ASIR

scw

1/112
1/1101100,
3.1111 /4110 ON.

I-

-

M/0 P041
11101
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37V PP
60 Hz

30 11V P -P

60 Hz

TOT30.

. MC

31

03 we

MOMS
MOTOMMAft Tmo 00  MAN03.0 4,30 MAIM 0110.
0104.3 '.4 MO MT,. 4.3.31,0 TC. MOP. 334.00
130 3.033 WIC AT TN. .30,3343 01 m
044,403 TUN 014000 0.0. TM AM MT,.

44V P -P
60 Hz

ALL 3OLT013 M.M.IM MM. 3441433 .3414,0 30MAT30.

Y. 4034A011 4.3 0 .3111 0,40003 MC. 00
ALL 0.3 303,441111 131 MAMAMO 0,4  .3.. NM 3CoLTIMITM
MY. .110000. IMPLA M003031

 VOLTAM 1.11.430M 3,1 To it 0303 MT  30 0433AL .41113313 MD
O.M. MT TAM Of COW.. AM, 0.4031. 1133/0013 KT .3 CAMOMI.

JILI131 0,0011.00 033C.10

0142,04311 A03131310T1 0.40.13 wing COILS  030303T3. #4
CAKUM

4. 401e TOM 430:x1034431 CAM. .in .3.3 00 03 .4303M

X0.3..,141C3 NOT 314 .Ms ..1 041

43. CAP. . 111.00M.403 04.33. OTT00130 IRA PM
TO. UMA TO310/341 M3 .3110
CM4003 140 3.001 MIK 01 0111000 AT To KLACTA0-
57434 OA MOM WE Al MAT AMA 41. 14.1 Te
4.330.1 MT 40 TINT...TIM MOUT, 303.03

0_. AMA ATI, AL 3330347 TUT M.P.
PI ,044.
P31.333,33 MIL W. 413 0 

40SAT3 3 34.33.1

TEST M.T1
201.0 -.11.3..M.

OM, 4 CTO4
AK

.. 03...3C
TVOK 04 TOCTOOP/TA,

3.63. MOTO 01.32400 ONO,

340 1  At 4.30330.. LA..LAT(
\303 333.33

M TO 0. COW. CAAAM3

MOV A C
MMILOCN

Jam MOSMINAT
130.3..t 434. MAC all

10,CATI  urn 33".
.00130100 ,331.11 MOTE

MOM MT PAT
TAM

61.3 MAO CM
0-3 1103013, CAT
3-T43.0 03 CRT
CM. A. 03 TIC MO
COLLO 4.4 C VOLTAM

32

IC.

21V P -P

15.75 KHz

42V P -P

60 Hz

r010*0103.2M.1.1
030. 0304.

IngrjECII0B,

.o. ..r Al Cr 33.03141.0re-/

120V P -P
15.75 KHz

NOT USED

11

33

30 V P -P

15.75 KHz

60V P P
15.75 KHz

r411.0VP -P

3.58 MHz

49

55

2.4V P -P

15.75 KHz

2V PP
15.75 KHz

160V P -P
15.75 KHz

12V PP
60 Hz

NOT USED

12)1
420V P -P
15.75 KHz

ti

34 25V P -P
60 Hz

6.2V P -P

15.75 KHz

45)1
6.4V P -P

47

15.75 KHz

170V P -P

16.76 KHz

3.4V P -P
15.75 KHz

56

2.4V P -P
60 Hz

NOT USED

Iry
260V P -P

15.75 KHz® CD

35
54V P -P

15.75 KHz

150V P -P

15.75 KHz

MIN
36

75V P -P
15.75 KHz

250V P -P
15.75 KHz

31
14V P -P

15.75 KHz

230V P -P
15.75 KHz

rri
38 180V P -P

3.58 MHz

19V P -P

15.75 KHz

40V PP
3.58 MHz

ZENITH
Color TV Chassis
1 4A9C29/14A10C29

rrA
40 56V P -P

3.58 MHz

11111
41 1416 P -P

3.58 MHz

VHF TUNER

UHF MIXER MOE all
MITEmem

1

TERMINALS
.1

TRAM9STOR
t MID(

3.1.10.33M33.3 <3.30Y 2'2FiCMS.S6.

.j NOTE 60-162 LF  - -
!175E0 end 175 70 Sines

OSOSSIS

rooto *0-4 AFC
l000-ir Fran UHF TuNER 14411DC29

I Y±ILKULVALgSUAK TUNER

MODELS toie
F INIVT

NA
FROM

K

INA*

TEIMIINIAS*TEMA 11!.

nor

VI V2 FRONT 4 I
MI6 &C 7 C6 ^

TUNER A I
#  A

?:

I

Af=.
A

II.F. TUNER

from Vif TUNER^

ti s,
!-

VHF ROTARY SWITCH TUNER I
:4 i__I

fir;
rM

INTERIM111
TERMINALS

17512211

now
o

rr5-11:755:70

167

...,-,4 3.33,...J11:3435.:

L'itrO 1 : 14.Mini

VHF TARGET TUNER
1

,i0eo

46

Cr
YUPER

175-651

175-657

EI

BEL:FUSE
.550 AMP

\O
WAN TUT

-
MI ERECTOR orrsys
I Lit
CAN U C C I VOL T
COLOR IA .I C DITICILS
mum Ut CI WAN

1/7
OCT TIP POW a MAORI
TO 001 DOLOR 01/11110.

CAUTION REPLACEMENTAVETUBES, TUNERS &OD PARTS SHOULD
56J/E TIT 'COMERS AS ORIGINALLY SUPPLIED

0
TUBE POSITIONING GUIDE

BEL-flISE
12 ZAP

AGC AFFECTS BOTH
PICTURE old SOUND

11113404

6204
68411

AFC SIGNAL -->.">-,.x".-.>"3,-.>--
SOUND CIRCUIT

COMPOSITE VIDEO...........
COLOR VIDEO -

COLOR SYNC (1IyAsr)0-00-00-00.0.0-00

R -Y DT
To PiX CAD

V2I5

P I X

19 HC P22

To YOKE (M)-
6 To CONVERGENCE. ASSEMBLY WERT)

OYOKE(FFPRIZ)

To CONVERGENCE

IRV %RIZ)

V206
\1214 61.048
6GHISA

i4
1

T-61/71
671

VOLT r REG DAMPER 10111 curFvt

1-6CJ 3 and 9495240(PS
ore in SERIES

= 4
Y fal!) To PIX CATHODES

R.F. SIGNAL

VERTICAL CIRCUIT
HORIZONTAL CIRCUIT st,:E.9eff,,milw.,z.

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY

LOCAL COLOR riSCILLATOR ,Ho=.4,.

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ZENITH PART NO

(2134 -Oaf electrciylic cap 475v 22-5360
C21313-402 elect cap 475r 22-5360
C213C -80µ1 elect cap 4750 22-5360
C2130-300 elect cap 475y 22-5360
C2496 -30µf elect cap 475v 22-5513
C2498-100 elect cap 475v 22-5513
(249C -801.51 elect cap 475o 22-5513
R204 - 3M bright range control 63-7101
R206 - 5001! contrast control 63-6980
R214 - SM green 01 control 63-6976
R215- 5M blue 01 control 63-6977
R216- SM red GI control 63-6978
R222 - 501311 AGC delay control 63-8308
6227- 7K01 AGC level control 63-8235
R229-7501(11 vertical hold control 63-6979

R230 - 3.5M yen sin 63-8443
R231 voltage depends* resistor 63-5058

63-6951
R235 1012 vert centering control 63-7009
R238-250(11 color killer control 63-8449
R245-75011 bun control 63-6950
R246 -1M tone control 63-7351
R255 -voltage depondont resistor 63-7658
R257 -20M focus nodule control 63-7145
R258-1011 fmiz centering control 63-7211
6260 - 3M high rooftop adjust control 63-8460
R262 - voltage dependent resistor 63-8161
R267- voltage dependent resistor 63-7146
R268 -therm 63-7346
1202-4.5MHz coil 5-77669
L206 -delay line 5-80475

R233-2(11 vert lin control

L212 - sound toke off cool ossy 5-77414
1225 -intercoms' coil 5-74445
1226 - quad coil 5-804110
1227 -horn osc coil S-56877
1230 -horn efficiency coil 5-77975
1233 -burst amp and phase dot coil 5-80590
L236 -color frog adjust coil 5-66627
L239 -fitter choke 95-2702
T201 -vein output nfonner 95-2663
7203 -deflect yoke 95-2667
1204 -audio output xformsr 95-2660
T206 - power ifonner 95-2748
A201 - integrator 87-4
P203 -plug, yoke assembly 43-873
F201 1.2a bel-fine 136-63
F203-.35% bel-fuse 136-75
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1310 CIRCUIT BOARD TOP LAYOUT

MAGNAVOX
TV Chassis
T949 Series

JULY  1970

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

ELECTRONIC
17 ry----#TECHNICIAN / DEALER

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

MAGANAVOX PART NO.

L101 -47.25MHz trap coil 36(011-2
1103 -peaking coil 360011-13
1201 -Quad cod 36(011-8
1401 -horiz osc coil .... 36(011-17
T101- VIF xforrner 36(011-3
T102- VIF xformer 36(011-4
T103 - VW :former 36(011-5
T151 -sound take -oft xforrner 36(011.6
1201 -S1F xforrner 360011-7
1202 -audio output xforrner 32C001-1
1301 - vert output xformer 36(011-18
1401 -halt output xformer 36(011-19
1402 - deflection yoke 36(012-1
C412 -cerorpc, 120pf, 10%, 5kv 250009-1219
(504 -electrolytic, 250pf 200pf lOpf, 180v 27(020-1
R410- 1000, 10%. 2w, metal oxide 23C004-2
R154 - controst, 20K 22(007-2

WAVE FORMS

Waveforms measured with signal, controls set for normal
operation, and 5.5 VDC at TP1.
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cU
PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS
AT ONE PRICE.

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

In this price all parts are included.
Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors
are charged at cost.

Fast efficient service at our four con-
veniently located service centers.

1 year guarantee backed up by the
largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.-
SARKES TARZIAN, INC.

All tuners are cleaned inside and out,
repaired, realigned and air tested.

TSC

TUNER REPLAWIT
Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specificaly by SARKES TAR-
ZIAN INC. for this pt_ rpose.

The price is the same for every type
of universal replacement tuner.

Specify heater type
Parallel 6.3V
Series 450 mink
Series 600 mA

All shafts have the same length of 12".
Charac'eristics are:

Memory Fine Tuning
UHF Plug Ir
Universal Mounting
Hi -Gain Lo -Noise

If you pre'er we'll customize this
tuner for you. The price will be $18.25.
Send it original tuner for comparison pur-
poses to our office in INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
ACT0n 1-SUPERI, ,SED TUNER SERVICE

MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis. Indiana
Home Office

EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey

SOUTH-EAST
WEST

938 GORDON ST.. S. W., Atlanta, Georgia

SARKES TARZIAN. Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood. California

... for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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Crime does p
If you're an alert distributor.

Because we are introducing a new product with a
suggested retail list of $89.95 that will sound a warn-
ing when it detects an intruder, vandal or trespasser.
It's the Mallory Crime Alert ultrasonic intruder alarm.

This new Mallory product is easy to stock-no time
consuming installation-no big warehouse space
needed. It's bound to be a sure-fire seller because
it's so beautifully simple and effective. It gives 24 -
hour surveillance for homes, offices, stores and plants
at small cost and needs no maintenance.

MALLORY

In use, there are no wires, no light beams, no door
and window devices . . . just the compact Crime Alert
unit itself. Set up in a room or hall, it sends out con-
tinuous ultrasonic waves that can't be seen, heard,
or avoided. Yet the smallest mcvement is detected in
a split second, activating the built-in alarm and any
spotlights, sirens, recorders or other devices plugged
into it.

The same type of system is used in the Pentagon to
guard the security of top secr3t areas. It's an item
everybody needs today. So put in an order now.

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a dRIsion of P. R. MAIA,ORY & CO. INC.
Box 1568. Indianapolis. Indiana 46206: Telephone: 317.636-5353

Batteries  Capacitors  Cassette Tapes  Controls Crime Alert® Resistors  Semiconductors  Sonalerff  Switches  Timers  Vibrators

ACTUAL SIZE

. . . for more details circle 118 on Reader Service C?rd
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FM-2400CH (New)
 Tests Predetermined Fre-

quencies 25 to 1000 MHz
 New Extended Range

Covers 950 MHz Band
 Pin Diode Attenuator
FM -2400C
 Tests Predetermined Fre-

quencies 25 to 500 MHz
The new FM-2400CH and the
FM -2400C provide an accurate
frequency standard for testing
and adjustment of mobile
transmitters and receivers at
predetermined frequencies.
The FM-2400CH with its ex-
tended range covers 25 to 1000
MHz. The Model FM -2400C
covers 25 to 500 MHz. The fre-
quencies can be those of the
radio frequency channels of
operation and/or of the inter-
mediate frequencies of the
receiver between 5 MHz and
40 MHz.
Frequency Stability: ± .0005%

from +50° to +104 F

Write for catalog

FM -2400

FREQUENCY

METERS

Frequency Stability: with built-
in thermometer and temper-
ature corrected charts.
±.00025% from +25° to
+125°
(.000125% special 450 MHz
crystals available)

Both the FM-2400CH and the
FM -2400C are self contained in
small portable cases. Com-
plete solid state circuitry. Re-
chargeable batteries.

FM-2400CH (meter only)..$595.00
RF crystals (with temperature

correction) 24.00 ea.
RF crystals (less temperature

correction) 18.00 ea.
IF crystals catalog price

FM -2400C (meter only) ....$445.00
RF crystals (with temperature

correction) 24.00 ea.
RF crystals (less temperature

correction) 18.00 ea.
IF crystals catalog price

L- I&
INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO LEE  OKLA CITs, OKLA 73102
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EDITOR'S MEMO

Everyone seems to have an eye on
the stock market-even many of us
without money to invest. And the fre-
quent downward trends observed have
been a cause of great concern.

This threat of a coming depression
has also been reflected in the sudden
drop in color -TV sales. At least one
major manufacturer has closed down
its color picture tube plant, laying off
virtually all plant employees. Newspa-
per accounts tell of other manufactur-
ers laying off hundreds and then thou-
sands of employees.

Does such talk of gloom mean that
we should close shop and prepare to
stand in food lines, as did many well
trained men during the depression of
the 1930's? Quite the contrary.

Although an economic recession
may result in reduced income from
the sale of consumer electronics, this
simply means that more people will be
having their radios, TV sets and pho-
nographs repaired rather than replaced
-and for many of you, electronic
maintenance is where the money is.

Instead of preparing to give up,
electronic technicians should be "bon-
ing up" on their basic tube and tran-
sistor circuits so that they can handle
these increased work loads with great-
er efficiency-resulting in even great-
er profits as the economy declines.

ELECTRON IC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
will continue to provide you with
technical articles, written to supply
you with the information needed for
effective servicing. This will be done
with the many original articles that
Joe Zauhar and I plan to write, sup-
plemented with any service tips that
you, the reader, can provide.

We are always interested in learning
what you are doing. And if you feel
inclined to send us details concerning
some helpful or unique servicing tech-
niques that you have developed (with
sketches or photos), we are interested
in publishing this material as a feature
article. You need only supply us with

a clear explanation
of what you have
been doing-stat-
ing specifically your
interest in the ma-
terial being used
as a feature article
on a free-lance ba-
sis-and we will be
glad to rewrite it,
as necessary, pay-
ing you for your
efforts.



To the planners
of those companies
who will build new
offices totalling
511,500,000,000

in 1970.

When you call in your architect, it's time to consider the Norelco
Mastercom M100. This new intercom system now sets the standard for
modern internal communications. It offers instant hands -free operation
. . . assured privacy of conversations . . . and superb voice reproduction.
Matching handset also available.

Installation is simplified, using a single 8 -pair cable and noiseless
all -electronic control pack, only 3.1 cubic feet small. The handsome
rosewood stations can be easily relocated without rewiring. And the Company Name
system allows for unlimited expansion.

My Name
A Norelco specialist will gladly survey your intercom needs and supply
facts on costs and savings. Call him today. See the yellow pages under Street Address

"Intercommunication Equipment" or mail coupon today. City, State Zip
ETD -770

MASTERCOM M
World's most
efficient intercom...
easiest to install!

Noreko
PHILIPS BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COM/ANY

100 East 42nd Street, NEW VOA, N. Y. 10017

Gentlemen
Please send full details on the
Norelco Mastercom M100

DICTATION EQUIPMENT  MASTERCOM SYSTEMS  ELECTRONIC PRINTING CALCULATORS  OFFICE COMPUTERS
. . . for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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COMPLETE SERVICE

ON ALL MAKES

Maximum Time In $nge..24 Hrs.

(90 Day Warranty)
(WE SHIP C.O.D.)

YOU PAY SHIPPING

$9.95
Black
White

or Color 

VHF

UV Combo's $16.50
Price includes all labor and parts ex-
cept Tubes, Diodes & Transistors. if
combo tuner needs only one unit re-
paired, disassemble and ship only
defective unit. Otherwise there will
be a charge for a combo tuner.
When sending tuners for repair, re-
move mounting brackets, knobs, indi-
cator dials, remote fine tuning ar-
rangements and
units.

All tuners must have remote control
units and/or mounting brackets re-
moved before tuner can be cleaned r

11

and repaired. Please remove these
accessories before shipping, as we
will not be responsible for loss or
damage.

All tuners are serviced by FACTORY
TRAINED TECHNICIANS with years
of experience in this specialized field.
All tuners are ALIGNED TO MANU-
FACTURER'S SPECIFICATION on crys-
tal controlled equipment and air
checked on monitor before shipping
to assure that tuner is operating
properly.

GEM CITY TUNER
REPAIR SERVICE

Box 6D Dabel Station

2631 Mardon Drive

Dayton, Ohio 45420

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

Comments on Articles
I would like to bring to your at-

tention an error in the May 1970 issue
Of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER.
In the article entitled "Electronic
Depth Finders" it was stated in the
calibration of the dial that the time it
took the pulse to reach bottom was 50
times 0.000208 or 0.0104 sec. It was
then erroneously stated as 104ms. The
figure should have been 10.4ms.

I would like to take this opportunity
to say that I find the articles in ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER interest-
ing and knowledgeable.

RALPH E. MACLEOD

I am writing concerning the corn-
ments of Ronald B. Lorbecki in April
1970's "Letters to the Editor." I agree
with him 100%, however I feel a note
of caution should be voiced.

In short, it is not always okay to
short the base to the emitter of a tran-
sistor. I have noted a number of cases
where the collector supply is dropped
from a high voltage source. Removing
forward bias will do two things: the
collector voltage will rise, thus produc-

+120V

02

ing "punch through" in the transistor.
If the transistor in question is directly
coupled to the base of another stage,
it will probably "fail" that transistor
too.

I enclose a diagram to illustrate.
VICTOR CASTENS

In reading the article on selling
CCTV in your March 1970 issue, I
noticed that it said (page 50) to pass
the Q -Tip past the head in an up-and-
down motion.

I am an owner of a Sony CV -
2200A, and the owner's manual and
service manual say to press the tip of
the cleaner lightly against the head
and clean by moving the tip horizon-
tally. I have talked to the Sony tech-

nicians in Tokyo, and they say that
cleaning the rotary heads vertically
can cause them to get out of align-
ment.

Always check the service manual to
see how the heads are to be cleaned.
Not all are cleaned the same way.

TERRELL E. MARKLAND

A few years ago you ran an article
on garage door operators. It sounded
good to us. Now we are distributor in
Boca Raton for the Alliance garage
door operators. We do quite a service
business in all makes of control units.
Anything too complicated we send
back to the factory. Most of them just
need new tubes and alignment, which
is no problem. Transistorized ones we
haven't gotten so involved in outside
of open filters in the Alliance.

This is just to let you know that
your articles don't go unnoticed.

GERALD VANCE ELECTRONICS

I have just read your article on ser-
vicing cassette recorders by Homer
Davidson.

I would like to say that I feel it was
an excellent article.

Should you ever run an article on
auto -tape players, this may be of in-
terest to you:

Most of my friends and myself, who
have auto -tape players, usually leave
our tapes in the car-under the seat or
in the trunk. I have found that when
it is cold outside the tapes will tend to
bind up or play slower than normal,
indicating a tight or loose pulley drive.
I feel that they must be kept at a rea-
sonable temperature.

FRANKLIN ROBINSON

I read your article "Color Service
Case Histories" with great interest.
Would you consider repeating it more
often and perhaps cover equipment
other than TV sets?

The article showed the technique of
the technician's trouble shooting proc-
ess, which can be added to my own
store of experiences as indelibly as if
I had done it myself.

Very clear shop talk like this really
stays with me. Thanks a lot.

PAUL P. WATSON

I have now been a subscriber to
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER for
almost two years, and I have only
praise for the good work that your
staff does in keeping myself and other
service technicians up-to-date on elec-
tronics. I have read letters that have
been quite critical of the material that
you have printed. As for myself, I en-

... for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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Do you choose capacitors
the same way
Fran French and Lew Russell do?

Then you're sure to pick

Sprague Twist-Lok Capacitors when
you need twist-prong electrolytics.

Fran French and Lew Russell keep everything humming
smoothly at Delaware Valley TV Service, Philadelphic, Pa.
Fran, as Gen. Mgr., and Lew, as Shop Mgr., have had a lot
to do with building this 13 -man organizarion's reputa-ion
as specialists in color TV. With 20 years' TV servicing
experience apiece, Fran and Lew agree about many -hings.
One is twist -prong electrolytics.
Both prefer Sprague Twist-Lok Capacitors
for reliability and availability.

Ask your Sprague distributor for a copy of Sprague's
Electrolytic Capacitor Replacement Manual K-109 or write to:
Sprague Products Company, 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

P.S. You can increase your business 71/2% by participating
in EIA's "What else needs fixing?" program. Ask your
distributor or write to us for details.

for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

joy reading all of the articles, even the
ones slightly over my head or, I
should say, slightly out of my line of
work.

One of the articles I especially liked
was "The CAT Game." In my opin-
ion, an article of this nature would be
helpful and of interest to any techni-
cian in the service business. I would
like to see more articles of this nature.

I would like to see more articles like
"Stereo Servicing with a Scope" which
appeared in March and April issues.

JOHN L. DANTZLER

Information Needed
I have a Gray 50w power amplifier,

Model AM -50, manufactured by the
Gray Research and Development Co.,
Inc., of Manchester, Conn. I need a
schematic in order to repair it.

I wrote to the manufacturer and my
letter was returned, stamped removal
order expired. Would you have infor-
mation about whether or not this com-

Here's The ONLY ONE You Can

Grip and Release With ONE HAND

Patented El Cushion Glip Release OUTSIDE

The Handle. Close laws With One Hard

Release laws With SAME HAND

/ TOG OK/
USE IT AS A PLIER...AS A WRENCH.... AS A CLAMP

Here it is! The ONLY multi -purpose
plier/wrench you can work with one hand.
Finger -squeeze the handles to lock jaws
onto the work . . WITH THE SAME HAND,
finger -trip the release lever to open the
jaws. Simple, fast, efficient.

Only TOG-L-LOK gives you the release
lever where it belongs: OUTSIDE the
lower handle. Easy to get at. No chance
of pinched finger. No snap -sting when you

weer -tip Lock Tool Onto Work With One Hand And Then

trip the lever (it's plastic cushion -coated).
All this PLUS well-known CHANNELLOCK

quality. Jaws drop forged of high grade
steel. Heat treated rite -angle teeth for most
efficient bite. Black oxide finish resist rust
and corrosion.

Look For . . . Ask For TOGI-LOK At
Your Tool Supplier.

Complete Catalog Information is Yours
For the Asking ... Write Us.

WITH THE SAME HAND

TOOLS BY

CHANNEL LOCK

Finger Hp Release It.

MEADVILLE, PA
. . . for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card

pany is still in business? If so, let me
have their present address; and if they
are out of business, could you tell me
how I could obtain a schematic for
the above amplifier.

THOMAS GRAHAM
RADIO TV REPAIR SHOP
Box 366 TC
BRIDGEWATER, MASSACHUSETTS 02324

I would appreciate it very much if
some reader would loan me a manual
for a DuMont 304-A Oscillograph,
which I would photocopy and return.

I also need to copy the manual or
schematic for Webcor Tape Recorder
Model No. EP2711-1.

Perhaps I can return the favor.
R. L. TROTT

1690 SHARKEY STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FI.ORIDA 32304

The May article about MATV ca-
bles written by Robert Sharp and
Paul Miller was a really good one.

When 1 recently installed some
shielded twin lead it occurred to me
that the shield should be terminated.
However, my search for this informa-
tion has been fruitless. I have asked
several technical people and their re-
plies are not positive.

I should appreciate hearing from
you.

E. W. BLAU
The twin lead shield should be

grounded in the same manner as the
antenna mast. Ed.

1 have been an avid ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/ DEAI.ER reader for years,
and I wish to commend you for all the
service you have given me in the past
through your magazine. Keep up the
good work!

Recently I was given a Timex rec-
ord -making and phono player Model
No. 40-1. It is in very good condition.
I wrote to Timex, and they were very
good in answering. But they do not
have parts or the disc to make record-
ings. Now my big question is where
can I get these discs?

I hope you or your readers can help
me.

ANTHONY BOCHICHIO
45 ANDREWS STREET
STATEN ISLAND, NEW YORK 10305

Items Free and For Sale
I have an excellent service business

on a four -lane boulevard in northeast
Florida's oldest city St. Augustine.
Fine people, climate, business; and ex-
cellent fishing.

My shop is fully stocked with up -
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Haveyou tried
ourcanned
tuner?

It's not only great for color television
sets, it's also great for guided missiles.

As a matter of fact, Krylon" Tuner
Cleaner is made with the same solvent
used in the missile industry. Plus a spe-
cial lubricating oil.

Just one little spray leaves a thin,
non-drying film of lubricant that condi-
tions contact surfaces and protects
them from corrosion.

And that same little spray keeps sur-
faces self cleaning and water repellent
without ever harming any plastic sur-
face.

Krylon Tuner Cleaner also comes
with a plastic tube for controlled spray-
ing in hard -to -reach areas.

Try it just once. You're sure to de-
velop a taste for it.

I TUNER
CLEANER

and LUBRICANTI SPRAY
No. 13331333

AN,....,Ems....T
LAARst;,

NU, at lb

CONTENTS PRESSO

CRYSTAL
1 CLEAR

SPRAY COATING g
FA

No.1302 c
2 RADIO, v s

ELEcTO Ti s wNiciA

P N 5
i----4-, .. )

1-;YrREMELY FLAMI06ii
.;ROM HEAT OR FLAe,o,
.1!1:41:1111tail V POI MA, sep..."''''"

Krylon Coatings-from the makers of Elmer's Adhesives and Mystik' Tapes.
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 Up to 1000 volts PIV
 Transient Voltage Protection
 Passive Junction
 All Diffused Structure
 High Surge Current Capacity
 Hermetically Sealed
 Dual Heat Sink Design
 Low Thermal Impedance
applications:
 Free -Wheeling Rectifier
 TV and Radio Power Supplies
 Time -Delay Circuits
 Communications Equipment
 Power Logic Circuits
 SCR Trigger Circuits
 ARC Suppression
 Small Portable Appliances
 Battery Chargers
 General Purpose Power Supplies
 TV Damper Diodes
 Low Level Limiters

your authorized
GE distributor can
fill all your
entertainment
semiconductor
requirements

TUBE DEPARTMENT
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY

GENERAL ELECTRIC

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

to -date parts and instruments. The
property is available as a whole: the
lot (100 ft by 96 ft), the building and
a large parking area. Full particulars
will be given on request.

I have enjoyed your magazine for a
great many years. I think it is tops in
the field.

W. C. POPE
POPE'S RADIO & TV SERVICE
3 12 ANASTASIA BOULEVARD
ST. AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA 32084

I have the Sams Photofact Albums
listed by number: 46, 47, 70, 85, 87,
100, 113, 132, 171, 179, 184, 189,
199, 223, 227, 234, 237, 245, 249,
258, 277, 282, 283, 284, 286, 291,
300, 307, 322, 354. I will give them
to anyone who sends a postpaid enve-
lope, or I will provide more detailed
information on what models are cov-
ered in each album.

MRS. FRED MAGNUS
7403 MAPLE AVENUE
TAKOMA PARK, MARYLAND 20012

I would like to let you know how
much I enjoy reading ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER. It is one of the
best trade magazines available. Keep
up the good work.

I have for sale Riders Television
Manuals Volumes I through, and in-
cluding, Volume 27, also four volumes
of RCA Victor Service Data. These
cover RCA radios from 1923 to 1948.

No reasonable offer for the volumes
will be refused.

BILL METZ, JR.
Metz TV Sales and Service
Box 362
Augusta, Wisc. 54722

I want to take this opportunity to
express my appreciation for the in-
formative service articles you publish
in ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER.
Since I am a young technician just out
of technical school and only in busi-
ness for a short time, I appreciate all
the experience I can pick up. Since
working with an older technician is
not possible, I appreciate the tips
passed on in your journal.

I would like to make available to
other readers the following used
equipment that I have for sale: I have
a B & K color analyst 850, a Hickok
191 X RF generator and a Gertsch
FM -3 frequency meter. If any readers
are interested or would like to make

an offer on these pieces of gear, they
can contact me.

R. D. ZAGRABELNY
Route 4
Marshall, Mo.

Overwhelming Response
Thank you for printing our request

for schematics in the Readers' Aid
Department.

Directly above our request was a
letter headed "Overwhelming Re-
sponse."

We have received a tremendous
number of replies and copies of the
information we requested, so our ex-
perience has been the same as that of
Mr. Watkins.

Please pass on our thanks to all of
those who responded. It is encourag-
ing to realize that people in the elec-
tronics service industry are so willing
to help one another. Once again, our
sincere thanks to you and our fellow
readers.

G. M. BOYES

Helpful Suggestion
Two points always present in align-

ment instructions for TV IF stages
are:

 Disable the oscillator section of
the mixer -oscillator.

 Connect the high side of the sig-
nal generator to the ungrounded
tube shield over mixer -oscillator
tube, low side to ground.

There is no such thing anymore as
a removable tube shield over the mix-
er -oscillator tube, so how is it possible
to replace it with an ungrounded
shield?

I made an insert from a width con-
trol sleeve, which is used between the
yoke and the neck of some picture
tubes, to insert between the present
grounded tube shield and the tube.
The high side of the generator can
then be connected to the extended por-
tion of this insert with a cliplead or al-
ligator clip.

The most common way to disable
the oscillator section of the mixer -os-
cillator tube is to cut off a tube prong
of a good tube. This is expensive, and
the dehorned tube should be kept for
the next job using the same type of
tube. Why not ground the control grid
of the oscillator section or connect it
to the oscillator cathode if, as in some
cases, the cathode is grounded?

In lieu of all this, why doesn't the
test instrument manufacturer provide
for accomplishing these things with
the equipment?

Perhaps if you print this the manu-
facturers will do something about it.

GEORGE W. THOMPSON
... for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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WE HAD JUST REPRINTED OUR LITERATURE . . .

ADDING OUR THIRD NEW PLANT . . .

WHEN WE DID IT AGAIN . . . PRECISION TUNER SERVICE

PRECISION TUNER SERVICE

does
its

thing

YOU car_ offer this specialized, expert service. Quality Tuner Ser-
vice is our bag, man! Experienced, conscientious PTS craftsmen

with sophisticated, precision (and expensive) tools and equipment
mean faster PROFIT for ou with PTS 8 -hour service

VHF or
UHF

IIMONI1111
No doubt about it! PTS mails your tuner back the

SAME DAY it is received! Now less in -transit time, too

Precision

FREE JOB CARDS FREE SHIPPING LABELS

8 Hr.
Service

...and
now with
even
shorter
in -transit
time!

$8.95
UV Combo's

$14,95
Major Parts, Tubes,

Transistors
charged at Net Price

CUSTOMIZED REPLACEMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR $12.95 UP (NEW OR REBUILT)

FIRST TO OFFER 365 -DAY GUARANTEE!
COLOR - BLACK & WHITE - TRANSISTOR TUNERS - ALL MAKES

GUARANTEED COLOR ALIGNMENT - NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE

For fastest service, send faulty tuner with tubes, shields and all broken parts to:

HOME OFFICE-Box 272-Bloomington, Ind. 47401 Tel. 812/824-9331
EAST- Box 334-W. Springfield, Ma. 01089 Tel. 413/734-2737
SOUTHEAST- 4451 N.W. 37th Ave., Miami, Fla. 33142 Tel. 305/633-0002
SOUTHWEST - Box 7332-Lorgview, Tex. 75601 Tel. 214/753-4334
WEST-- Box 1431-Turlock, Calif. 95380 Tel. 209/632-2928
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TECHNICAL DIGEST bos.z..
The material used in this section is selected from information
supplied through the cooperation of the respective manufacturers or their agencies.

RCA VICTOR
Color IV Chassis CTC42XR-Remote On/Off and Channel Functions

The CTC42XR remote control system uses an integrated
circuit preamplifier and transistor driver stage (PW900) to
amplify ultrasonic command frequencies emanating from
the CRK 13 four -function remote hand unit. The amplified
signals of the PW900 board are applied to the primary of
driver transformer T1101, located on the PW1100 remote
board. The secondary voltages of this transformer drive
tuned circuits that trigger the appropriate controlled func-
tions.

Noise Immunity Circuit

Shown in the illustration is the noise immunity circuit,
transistor Q1104, that serves to minimize the possibility of
the remote circuits being triggered by extraneous noise

TRANSDUC1 4700 100
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-tC111109 CR1118 73 1111
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0 901

t165 1
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..v
pulses, such as jingling coins, etc. Under normal conditions
(when a valid remote signal is processed through the sys-
tem) a steady dc voltage proportional to the amplitude of
the ultrasonic signal will be developed across capacitor
C1113. The noise immunity transistor (Q1104) is inactive
at this time because it has no base current. When noise
pulses occur, the voltage at C1113 will vary in relationship
to the low -frequency amplitude changes of the noise. An
ac signal appears at this point and is coupled through a
capacitor, C1117, to be rectified by diode CR1109. The
rectified ac produces a dc charge on capacitor CI118.
When this noise -induced voltage exceeds approximately
+0.6 to +0.7v, transistor Q1114 is biased into conduc-
tion. The load across the primary of transformer T1101,
caused by the conduction of transistor Q1104 (through
CR1110 and RI 119), reduces the TI 101 secondary voltage
sufficiently to preclude erroneous remote control operation.

An additional component-voltage dependent resistor
(RV101)-serves to limit the amplitude of the pulse on
the collector of the driver transistor (Q901) to prevent
breakdown.

Function Circuits Operation

[he On/Off circuit responds to a 41.75kHz command

signal-as shown in the illustration. When a signal of that
frequency appears across the series resonant circuit, con-
sisting of capacitor C1113 and coil L1104, a neon bulb
(DS1102) is ignited and acts as a low resistance path to

was[N ONroDE
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4
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E'r N5
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41. '54 41

?

.r,5
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RWR

?O."
T; v00'.

DC

IC
81. SABLE

RELAY

the base of a Darlington transistor, Q1102. Base current
for this transistor is provided by the positive portion of the
signal voltage obtained from the resonant circuit-through
the conducting neon bulb and current limiting resistor,
R 1114 (150K). Diode CR1112 serves to conduct the nega-
tive portion of the signal voltage to ground.

The Darlington transistor is actually two transistors con-
nected so that the individual betas of the transistors are
compounded. This compounded transistor has an amplifi-
cation capability (beta) of 1000 or more. A small base
current at its input produces substantial collector current.
The collector circuit of Q1102 controls a bi-stable relay
(K101), which is powered from the -35v remote power
supply that remains operative while the instrument master
switch is on.

When the receiver is remotely turned ON, the Darlington
transistor conducts, causing the bi-stable relay contacts to
latch closed to complete the 120vac power circuit to the
chassis. When the receiver is turned OFF, the bi-stable acti-
vates and latches to the OFF position. Manual ON/OFF is
provided by a "push -push" switch on the front panel,
which completes the ground path for the bi-stable relay by
means of resistor, R133, a 100f1 resistor.

OTHERS
FUNCTIONS

01111-1- 051101
604

KEYING
SIGNAL

40.25 kHz

R1112
150K

R1113

+35V

01017
271

R1109
IWO

CRIIII

KI101

re__-.120VAC

0 CHANNEL

PWI100-L CHANGE
MOTOR

TO S1002 -I

R1110 PW1100-PA
1800

01101

OTHER
FUNCTIONS

Remote Channel -Change, shown in the second illustra-
tion, is accomplished in a similar manner. The channel -
change circuit responds to 40.25kHz signal. This causes
Darlington transistor Q1101 to conduct, closing the con-
tacts of the channel -change relay (K1101) to apply 120vac
to the channel -change motor. Once the motor is activated
by depressing the channel -change button on the remote
hand unit (see illustration), the pull -in engagement of the

continued on page 64
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With all that free loot, no wonder the chips are starting to fly.

Nearly everybody who uses Sylvania receiving
tubes (and that's nearly everybody in the business)
is saving those Sylvania chips. And why net? Every-
body can come out a winner. You can redeem the
chips for blenders, broilers or binoculars; toasters,

tools or TV sets; cameras, clothing, or cutlery, If
you haven't seen Sylvania's "In the Chips" catalogue
yet, ask for one at your local participating Sylvania
distributor. And don't wait for Christmas for the
gift you've wanted.

"In the chips" promotion. SYLVAN IA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS



COLORFAX by JOSEPH ZAUHAR

The material used in this section is selected from information
supplied through the cooperation of the respective manufacturers or their agencies.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis C-1-Troubleshooting "No High Voltage" Problems

"No High Voltage" problems in C-1 chassis receivers
can be easily solved if a systematic troubleshooting pro-
cedure is used and one important point is remembered.

The point to remember is that the drive signal to the
horizontal output tube grid cannot be measured with a dc
voltmeter. The dc grid voltage is a combination of the
voltage produced by grid rectification of the drive signal,
and the feedback voltage developed by the high -voltage
regulation system. A fault in the horizontal output stage
may result in less feedback voltage and consequently less
dc voltage on the grid. Therefore, using this dc voltage as
a measure of drive signal can lead to false conclusions.

The easiest troubleshooting method is to systematically
isolate the horizontal output stage from its various load
circuits, making
use of the plugs 1 280V
and sockets incor-
porated in the re - 0504

IT
-70Vceiver design.

During this pro- 180V
.00

cedure, connect a
high -voltage me-
ter to the CRT

1second anode to 5 6^ 51:66:6
continuously mon- 270

5res3

itor the high volt-
age. If discon-
necting a compo-
nent restores the
high voltage, the
trouble is obvi-
ously in that com-
ponent or its as-
sociated circuitry.

7R26711,114 01'

IV

502 lei
4 7. .01

5076611

5[167
017

50271
330k

5627:
140

]10200
70k

50269
006

411-

T.P.
MI -

57252

2000
T,C169}

1600

5c2 t.0.,

Troubleshooting Procedure

 Change the tubes; VIO, horizontal output; V II, damp-
er; VI3, HV rectifier.

 Disconnect the CRT socket. This checks the possibility
of a shorted CRT. Leave the CRT socket disconnected
while performing the following step. Otherwise, should
the high voltage be restored with the yoke disconnected,
the undeflected beams may permanently damage the
CRT screen.

 Disconnect the yoke plug. With the yoke and CRT dis-
connected, the normal high voltage is 10 to 12kv. The
boost voltage will remain normal at 750 to 860v. If the
trouble is not in the yoke, reconnect the yoke, and CRT.

 Disconnect the convergence plug. If the problem is in
the convergence assembly, all voltages will return to
normal.

 Check the drive voltage to the horizontal output tube
continued on page 38
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JUNCTION 5C268
T252A,

P -P VOLTS

560Normal receiver 150 to 200 740 22kv 4kv

Convergence plug
disconnected

280 -.82 155 to 200 680 20kv 4kv 560

Yoke plug
disconnected

250 -54 70 to 75 860 10 to
12kv

3kv 380

Focus coil and
rectifier
disconnected

270 -76 160 to 200 725 25kv 68v 580

Junction 5C268,
7252A shorted to
chassis

220 -44 90 625 20kv 5kv 0

5C268 open 240 -46 90 720 26kv 4.5kv 600

5C268 shorted 240 -46 90 700 26kv 4kv 600

7C280 shorted 270 -88 160 to 200 750 22kv 4kv 560

7C276 shorted 270 -74 155 to 200 700 22kv 4kv 520
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Now there is a better Color -Bar
Generator for your servicing work

III
THE R AW

New ... solid state ... battery
or AC operated ... portable, weighing

only four pounds.

The RCA WR-502A "CHRO-BAR"
color -bar generator provides six sepa-

rate test signals: color bars, dots, cross-
hatch, vertical lines, horizontal lines,

and blank raster.

The sound carrier, pattern, RF output,
and color subcarrier are all crystal

controlled. Designed for exceptional
stability with no flicker.

Included as part of the package - at
no extra cost - is an AC adaptor for

line operation. This unit was formerly
available only as an accessory at

a cost of $9.00*.
The new CHRO-BAR Generator

WR-502A, complete with separate AC
adaptor - now only $148.50*.

RCA Electronic Components,
Harrison, N. J. 07029.

 Optional Distributor resale price.

     

JULY 1970
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InfoMetrics
introduces
a bold new
concept in
information
gathering
InfoMetrics is the marketing and research

40104
service of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Publications.
Originally set-up to qualify magazine subscriptions
using economical wide area telephone service
(WATS), InfoMetrics now is equipped to offer a
wide -range of market research and information
services to the business community.

As a special marketing service to our readers
and advertisers, InfoMetrics is available to fulfill
your research and marketing requirements
quickly and economically. Each survey will be
tailored to meet your needs. Whether your research
needs call for a telephone survey, a mail
questionnaire, or a combination of both, InfoMetrics
can provide you with any type of information
with professional competence. These are just
some of the areas:

E product testing E media research
E] brand recognition E advertising evaluation
0 attitude survey 0 test marketing
E buying influences E inquiry qualification

For more information about InfoMetrics
and a copy of our informative
brochure write or telephone:

InfoMetrics
Bayard Nicholas - Director
A service of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Publications
757 Third Avenue (212) 572-4892
New York, N.Y. 10017

. . . for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Card



You can earn more money if
you get a Government FCC License
...and here's our famous
CIE Warranty that you
will get your License
if you study with us
at home

NOT SATISFIED with your present in-
come? The most practical thing you
can do about it is add to your Electron-
ics know-how, pass the FCC exam and
get your Government License.

The demand for licensed men is
enormous. Today there are over a mil-
lion licensed broadcast installations
and mobile transmitters on the air, and
the number is growing constantly. And
according to Federal Law, no one is
permitted to operate or service such
equipment without a Government
FCC License or without being under
the direct supervision of a licensed
operator.

This has resulted in a gold mine of
new business for licensed service tech-
nicians. A typical mobile radio service
contract pays an average of about $100
a month. It's possible for one trained
technician to maintain eight to ten
such mobile systems. Some men cover
as many as fifteen systems, each with
perhaps a dozen units.

Opportunities in Plants

And there are other exciting opportu-
nities in the aerospace industry, elec-
tronics manufacturing, telephone
companies, and plants operated by
electronic automation. Inside indus-

Matt Stuczynski, Senior Trans-
mitter Operator. Radio Station
WBOE: "I give CIE credit for my
First Class Commercial FCC Li-
cense. Even though I had only
six weeks of high school algebra,
CIE's lessons made Electronics
easy. I now have a good job in
studio operation, transmitting.
proof of performance, equipment
servicing ... and am on my way
up."

Cleveland Institute of Elect ronics

WAIERA,-N=
OF SUCCESS IN OBTAINING

A GOVERNMENT FCC LICENSE

A Cleveland Institute of Electronics
FCC License course will quickly pre-
pare you fcr a Government ;CC
License. If you don't pass the FCC
exam after completing your curse,
CIE will refund all your tuition. You
get an FCC License...or your money
back!

trial plants like these, it's the licensed
technician who is always considered
first for promotion and in -plant train-
ing programs. The reason is simple.
Passing the Federal Government's
FCC exam and getting your License is
widely accepted proof that you know
the fundamentals of Electronics.

So why doesn't everybody who
"tinkers" with electronic components
get an FCC License and start cleaning
up?

The answer: it's not that simple. The
Government's licensing exam is tough.
In fact, an average of two out of every
three men who take the FCC exam
fail.

There is one way, however, of being
pretty certain that you will pass the
FCC exam. That's to take one of the
FCC home study courses offered by
the Cleveland Institute of Electronics.

CIE courses are so effective that bet-
ter than 9 out of every I0 CIE gradu-

Thomas E. Miller, Jr., Engineer,
Indiana Bell Telephone Com-
pany: "I completed my CIE
course and passed my FCC exam
while in the Navy. On my dis-
charge, I was swamped with job
offers from all over the country.
My only problem was to pick the
best one,and I did-engineer with
Indiana Bel I Telephone.0 I E made
the difference between just a job
and a management position."

... for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card

CIE

ales who take the exam pass it. That's
why we can afford to back our courses
with the iron -clad Warranty shown
above: you get your FCC License or
your money back.

Mail Coupon for Two Free Books

Want to know more? Send the coupon
below for free copies of our school
catalog, "How To Succeed In Elec-
tronics," describing opportunities in
Electronics, together with our
special booklet, "How To Get A Com-
mercial FCC License." If coupon has
been removed, just send your name
and address to us.

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I.
All CIE courses are available under
the new G.I. Bill. If you served on
active duty since January 31, 1955,
or are in service now, check box in
coupon for G.I. Bill information.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland. Ohio 44114

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St.. Cleveland. Ohio 44114
Please send me without cost or obligation:
I. Your 40 -page book "Haw To Succeed In Elec-
tronics" describing the job opportunities in Electron-
ics today and how your courses can prepare me for
them.
2. Your book "How To Get A Commercial FCC Li-
cense."
Name Age -

I Pltia,t Print)
Address_

City

State Zip
 Check here for G.I. Bill information
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

A Leader in Electronics Training ...Since 1934
ET

1
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COLORFAX

continued from page 32
with a scope connected to the junction of 5C264. The
P -P voltage should be 200v or more.

 Check the screen voltage of the horizontal output tube.
Use a socket adaptor or measure at the terminal board
adjacent to the socket. (The third terminal from the
side of the receiver is the screen connection. It is acces-
sible from the top of the chassis.) The voltage is nor-
mally 150 to 200v. It will drop to 70 to 90v if the yoke
is disconnected or if the high -voltage regulation system
is not operating.

 Unsolder the focus coil and the focus rectifier. If the
problem is in this circuit, all voltages will return to
normal, except there will be no focus voltage.
This procedure checks all the major components in the

horizontal output circuit except for the high -voltage trans-
former. Before concluding that the transformer is defec-
tive, check the miscellaneous small components in the cir-
cuit-capacitors, resistors, choke coils, etc.

The voltages in the chart were taken at the points indi-
cated, using a normal receiver with faults introduced as
noted. It illustrates the effect that output circuit faults have
upon horizontal -output -tube -screen and control -grid volt-
ages and may be an additional aid in troubleshooting C-1
receivers.

RCA SALES CORPORATION
Color TV Series "G"-AC Line Capacitor

The color television receivers referenced have a .047µf
filter capacitor connected across the ac input line. Due to
its physical location (wired directly across the ac interlock
terminals), the capacitor can easily be checked and/or re-
placed in the home using the following guidelines and il-

CHASSIS REAR APRON

LOOKING AT UNDERSIDE
OF CHASSIS

AC INTERLOCK TERMINALS

WHOLESALE TO ALL
Breadboard Kits-"RF" Kits-"PC" Kits-Pert. Phenolic

Board - Copper Clad Board - Cowl Type Electronic

Cabinets - Heat Sinks - Solid State Hobby Kits --
Solderless Connectors - Hardware Kits - Transistor
Sockets and many more items. (Products approved by the

Defense Supply Agency-Federal Supply Code number

furnished upon request.) Send for free catalog from:

H.M.C. SALES, P.O. Box 276. Santa Susana, Calif. 93063

. . . for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card

lustration: (1) Remove rear cover and chassis retaining
bolts; slide chassis slightly rearward to inspect capacitor
across interlock terminals. (2) If the approved capacitor,
identified by its white color and stamped with drawing
number 90097-221 or 1442487-221 is used, secure chassis
and restore receiver operation. No further action is neces-
sary. (3) If the capacitor viewed is brown or reddish -
brown in color, it should be replaced with the approved
type. The RCA Stock Number of the approved capacitor
is 111286. It is recommended that all service technicians
carry this approved type capacitor.

MAGNAVOX

Color TV Chassis T931/T933/T940-Color Sync Problems

The
as the
diodes

mentioned chassis as well as earlier chassis-such
T920,T919,T918 and T911-use a matched pair
in the color killer and phase detector circuits. You
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are reminded to include these diodes in your troubleshoot-
ing checks whenever you are working on a color sync
problem. Either the color killer detector diodes (CR701A
and CR701B) or the color phase detector diodes (CR702A
and CR702B) can be the cause of intermittent loss of color
sync, poor color sync or in some cases even loss of color.
These diodes are specified as matched pairs, meaning they
have identical characteristics. If one of the diodes in these
matched pairs should suffer a change in characteristics,
operation of the circuit will be impaired. The usual resist-
ance checks will not be satisfactory in determining if the
suspected diode has changed characteristics. If you suspect
that either the killer detector or phase detector circuits are
at fault, the following check is suggested:

Connect a color -bar generator to the receiver and set it
for a normal color -bar display. Remove the 3.58MHz Os-
cillator tube (V708) and ground the junction of R756A
and R756B in the color -killer detector circuit. Using a
VTVM, measure the dc voltage to ground at each outside
terminal of a diode pair-for example, at the anode of di-
ode CR701A and cathode of CR701B. The voltage at the
anode should be negative, while positive at the cathode.
The exact value of the voltages measured at these points
will vary from set to set and also with the level of the burst
signal. (Typical values might be +55v at the cathode and
-55v at the anode.) The important point is the difference,
if any, between the voltages measured across each of the
diode pairs. Under ideal conditions there should be no dif-
ference. However, a 10 percent variation is allowable. If
a voltage difference in excess of 10 percent exists across
either diode pair, replace the pair with a matched pair,
Part No. 170733-1.
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Now a Heathkif
Solid State Vectorscope/Color Generator

Only $124.95*
"1-i PC

CNROMA

15 MN.

A1140 kUlliLd

SYNC.

Accurately Performs All Of These Adjustments:
Raster
Static & Dynamic Convergence
Purity

 Gray Scale

3.58 MHz Oscillator
Reactance Coil
Phase Detector Transformer

 Demodulator Angle Check
 Chroma Bandpass Touch -Up
Kit 10-101, 12 lbs. $124.35'

Fast switch selection of standard 9 x 9 display . . . or exclusive Heath "3 x 3" display
r rColor Dot Horizontal

Bars
)

Pattern Bars

Cross VerticalShading
Bars Hatch Bars ei

R

10-101 SPECIFICATIONS - PATTERNS - Purity: Produces a snow -free raster for purity
adjustments. Dots': 9 x 9 produces a display of 110 small dots. 3 x 3 produces a display of nine
dots for convergence adjustments. Crosshatch*: 9 x 9 produces a display of 11 vertical and 10
horizontal lines. 3 x 3 produces a display of three vertical and three horizontal lines for con-
vergence and linearity adjustments. Horizontal Lines': 9 x 9 produces a display of 10 horizontal
lines. 3 x 3 produces a display of three horizontal lines for vortical linearity and pin -cushion
adjustments. Vertical Lines': 9 x 9 produces 11 vertical lines. 3 x 3 produces a display of 3 vertical
lines for horizontal linearity and convergence adjustments. Color Bars': 9 x 9 produces a display
of ten standard color bars. 3 a 3 produces a display of three standard color bars. A visual finger-
print (voltage pattern) of all ten color bars in the form of a petal pattern is displayed fcr color
circuit servicing. Gray Scale: Provides a wide bar crosshatch pattern with six shades of bright-
ness for color gun level adjustments. OUTPUT SIGNALS - Video: Greater than *1 volt peak -
to -peak composite signal for composite signal, injection beyond the video detector. RF: Variable
to approximately 25,000 uV output, channels 2 through 6, for composite signal injection nto the
TV receiver antenna input terminals. Sync: Greater than 3.5 volts peak -to -peak signal for servicing
sync circuits without video, or sets having separate video and sync demodulator phase adjust-
ments. GENERAL - Power Requirements: 105-125 or 210.250 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 20 Watts.
Cabinet Dimensions: 634' W x H x 14: 2. D. Net Weight: 95 2 lbs.
'The number of dots, lines, and bars indicated for a 9 x 9 display is the number displayed if the
receiver under test has no overscan.

:)3x3
Color Bars

3x3
Shading

r

Dit

x

Cross Hatch

r HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-7
Genius, Harbor. Michigan 49022

E] Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog
D Please send 10-101 SpecilicatiAn Sheet

D Enclosed is S plus shipping.
Please send Model 10-101

r
3x2
Mori/mita!

3x3
Vertical

a Schlurnbeiger company

Name

Address

City State Zip

Prices and specifications subject o change without notice.
*Mail Order Prices; F.O.B. Factory TE-222
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. . for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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publisher's
memorandum from Scotty Wallace

SCOTTY WALLACE

PHILLIP DAHLEN

JOSEPH ZAUHAR

EMILY WILSON

I am happy to announce the following promotions and additions to the Editorial Staff of
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/ DEALER. These changes are part of our program to keep our
publication in the number one position in the Electronic Industry. Phillip Dahlen has moved up
to Editor, with Joseph Zauhar moving to Managing Editor. We have also added the talents of
Emily Wilson as Associate Editor, all of whom are based in our Duluth, Minnesota, office. I
am certain all of our readers and advertisers will appreciate the following outline of their
backgrounds and join me in welcoming them to their newly appointed positions.

Phil first worked in electronics as an apprentice in a Fairport, New York, TV repair shop; and his
electronic background was further improved in college where he majored in Physics, graduating
from HAMLINE UNIVERSITY in 1959.

After teaching a year, Phil was drafted into the Army where, with his electronics background,
he was assigned an Electronic Instrument Repair MOS. While on duty he assisted in the
development of electronic instruments designed for detecting biological organisms, while during
his free time Phil worked in a Frederick, Maryland, TV shop.

Prior to coming to Harbrace Publications, Phil invented the Needleless Phonograph that was
described a couple of years ago in this publication, and for which Phil has obtained personal

and foreign patents. Designed for playing conventional stereo records with an optical system
rather than a needle, he feels that it is capable of a frequency response high enough for TV -type
images. By the way, he is currently looking for a manufacturer interested in a favorable
licensing agreement.

Just about as soon as Phil came to this company, he began writing the "Semiconductors
from A to Z" series. Reader response was so great that the series was later published in book form,
which is now in its second printing.

Editorial demands at Harbrace required Phil's transfer to two other company publications
for which he was editor prior to being transferred back to our publication.

After two years in Korea as an Army squad leader, Joe enrolled in the Duluth Area Institute of
Technology for a two-year course in radio and television, and then an advanced course with
the CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS. His first job in electronics servicing, one
of three offered, was part time while finishing his schooling. He then worked twelve years in
this field prior to joining Harbrace Publications. During the past four years, Joe has served as
Technical Editor of the publication, preparing a number of staff -written articles, as well as preparing
the Tekfax, Colorfax, Technical Digest and the New Products listing.

Despite the fact that Joe is employed full time on our publication, there are still customers
who remember the quality of his work prior to coming to Harbrace and who still "bug" him
into fixing their electronic equipment. As a result of these continuing service contacts, Joe is kept
well abreast of new innovations from the service viewpoint.

Emily is the newest member of our editorial staff. A 1969 graduate of the UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, she has just recently come to us from American Heritage Publishing Company in
New York, a subsidiary of McGraw-Hill, where she was involved in both promotion and
circulation for the American Heritage Society's official publication, AMERICAN HERITAGE MAGAZINE.
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How to head the hunt away from the Grope.
Draw your prospect a map.

.40,

?"'P -114
That dratted Grope!
He preys on people
who don't knowfie where to find what
they're hunting for
... turning their

search for you into a jungle hunt!
So be prepared. Have your own

special map in the Yellow Pages,
so the only one that loses out is
the Grope. It's easy, and it's the
best selling map in town.

Here's your do-it-yourself speed
lesson on the Yellow Pages Map
Drawing course.

Call your local Yellow Pages rep
resentative today and place
your Map with him! Yellow

Pages

The Yellow Pages

Emergency Service
Day or Night

BARRY'S HEATING & PLUMBING

Since :23,11x)' 1921

Tell people what you will
do for them. How you're
differert.

Be under the proper head-
ings sc people can find you
fast. Maybe you should be
under more than one head-
ing. Think about that!

COMMERCIAL,
INSTITUTIONAL, RESIDENTIAL, Use your logotype to gain

recognition. Give factsINSTALLATION & REPAIRS about your qualifications.
Complete line of:

 Kitchens  Water Pumps Tell people about your spe-. .Laundries  Heating Systems. cal services .repairs,
 Sewage Systems  Pipes and Drains rentals.

* References * Estimates
* Ample * Delayed

Parking Payment Plans

r-- phone
I 678-07,*

77 Locust Lane. (Between Main and
Central, one mile from RR. Station).

List the products you carry.

Tell how easy it is to deal
with you ... credit, parking,
hours, delivery.

Give telephone number and
address, and if you're hard
to locate. directions.
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The story on
RCA SK devices
is told
in confidence

RCA

Since top quality is assured in all SK -
Series Devices, they are bought and used
in total confidence... key to the success
of RCA's comprehensive replacement
line.
This SK line is precisely engineered.
Each device-transistor, rectifier, or inte-
grated circuit-is manufactured and
tested to tight, premium specifications.
And the SK line is designed especially to
fit a broad number of applications in en-
tertainment -type electronic equipment.
No wonder RCA SK's are among the in-
dustry's top performing replacements!
This line now numbers 47 devices that
can replace more than 14,000 units -
foreign, domestic, even unbranded part -
number types! All are backed by elec-
trical parameters that make them
comparable to-often better than-origi-
nal devices.
Featuring only premium types-no cast-
offs, no factory seconds, no unbranded
culls, RCA SK devices cover most jobs
you face-from small signal applications
to TV deflection circuits to the latest in
100 -watt audio amplifier outputs.
All RCA devices, after careful checking
and rechecking of the types they re-
place, are cross-referenced in the cur-
rent RCA SK Replacement Guide. It also
includes:
 A new, quick -selection chart by appli-

cation
 A new, technical data selection in tabu-

lar form
 A new listing of types recently added

to the line
For more information on
RCA SK replacements
and your copy of the RCA
Replacement Guide, see
your local RCA Distribu-
tor.
RCA I Harrison, N.J. 07029
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TEKLAB REPORT

Troubleshooting an Automatic Fine Tuning circuit

employing an integrated circuit is easy if you understand
the circuit and use the checking procedure described

Emerson Model 26C56
Color TV -Part I
by JOSEPH ZAUHAR

 The Emerson Model 26C56W
color TV set received for this report
employs a 120924 chassis, which is
similar to the chassis employed in
Models 26C45, 26C47 and 26C48.
This chassis employs a number of
previous field proven circuits, modi-
fied by the addition of a few new
circuit improvements.

Taking a look at the schematic we
found a number of important fea-
tures incorporated. The receiver re-
tains all of the features found in pre-
vious full powered transformer mod-
els, which include the following:
Three Video IF Stages, Three Video

Amplifiers, Shunt Regulated 25kv
High Voltage Supply, X and Z Col-
or Demodulators with separate
R-Y/B-Y/G-Y Amplifier and Phase
Detector-Reactance tube-AFPC.

A number of new circuits will be
found on this chassis which include:
(1) quick -on provisions, (2) im-
proved Automatic Fine Tuning
(AFT) employing integrated cir-
cuitry, (3) improved Automatic
Color Control circuit with two
stages of chroma amplification, (4)

increased burst amplification, and
(5) diode horizontal centering for
cooler and more reliable HOT chas-

merson Model 26C56W Color TV employing lie 120924 chassis.
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sis operation. All of the customer
controls are located on the front
panel and the control shafts, except
the quick -on, pull out about 1 in. for
ease of adjustments.

There were a number of things
that we felt could be improved to
shorten the technician's service time,
such as: wing type fasteners on the
back cover panel, a removable panel
on the bottom of the cabinet expos-
ing the components without chassis
removal, and an easier means of re-
moving the front control panel.

The physical chassis layout is sim-
ilar to the previous "U" shaped
chassis, which consumes less cabinet
space. The brace through the center
of the chassis not only strengthens
the chassis but makes a convenient
carrying handle when removed.

The circuit boards are well road-
mapped, making components and
test points easy to locate when ser-
vice or alignment is required.

The shunt -regulator tube and the
high -voltage -rectifier tube are shield-
ed by the high -voltage cage, and the
cover should be kept in place when
servicing an energized chassis.

The high voltage specified for this
receiver is 25kv. The adjustments in
the horizontal output circuits are
similar to previous chassis and pre-
cautions should be taken to make
sure all adjustments are properly
set.

Picture tube type numbers
25XP22 and 25ZP22 are employed

Kg

All knobs, except the Quick -On, may be pulled out approximately 1 in. for ease of adjustment.
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Fig. 1-Schematic of the Automatic Fine Tuning circuit employing an Integrated Circuit IC201.
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in these models. These tubes are in-
terchangeable with type number
25AP22, which was used in previ-
ous models.

Most technicians are familiar with

many of the circuits employed,
which have been proven in the field
for a number of years. The article
is therefore limited to a review of
the new circuits and modifications.

The "U" shapec chassis includes a rigid brace that c an ae Jsed as a carrying handle.

V

NTEGR4TED CIRC. I-
C 201

The Integrated Circuit 1C201, with shield removad, is located on the video and soind printed
board.

AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING
(AFT) CIRCUIT

The AFT circuit shown in Fig. 1
contains an integrated circuit, IC -
201, which is located on the video
and sound printed -circuit board,
PC2. The dc voltage for powering
IC201 is obtained from the cathode
of the vertical output tube. A resis-
tor connected to the 6JE6 horizon-
tal -output tube supplies an addition-
al bias voltage to terminal 76 of this
printed circuit and terminal 10 of
IC201-zener diode XZ-201 regu-
lating this 12v supply.

The video IF carrier signal is ob-
tained from the third video IF plate
circuit amplifier stage. The signal
passes through capacitor C236
(1.5pf) and C271 (.47pf) to a
tuned input circuit consisting of ca-
pacitor C269 (47pf) and coil L221.
This tuned circuit is adjusted to
41.25MHz and serves as a sound re-
jection trap.

The video IF carrier signal is ap-
plied to terminal seven of IC201.
This IC operates in a manner simi-
lar to the previous AFT circuitry
using transistors and diodes. The
video IF carrier signal is then ap-
plied to a discriminator circuit,
which in turn provides error control
voltages. Transformer T209 is the
AFT discriminator and is tuned to
45.75MHz.

The control voltages are obtained
from terminals four and five of the
integrated circuit. When the set is
properly tuned and the video IF car-
rier is at 45.75 MHz, both terminals
will develop 6v, which is supplied to
the voltage dependent capacitor
(varactor) in the VHF tuner oscil-
lator circuit. If not tuned properly,
the voltage potential of terminals
four and five will change and in
some instances terminal four will in-
crease above 6v while terminal five
will decrease to a voltage below 6v.
This in turn will apply a voltage
across the voltage independent ca-
pacitor (varactor) correcting the
oscillator for proper tuning.

The circuit employs an automatic
AFT defeat switch on the VHF tun-
er, fine tuning shaft plus a manual
AFT defeat switch. When the man-
ual switch, SW103, is placed in
its off position, terminals four and
five of 10201 are connected togeth-

continued on page 77
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Installing A Mobile
Transceiver
by PHILLIP DAHLEN

With the fantastic variety of automo-
biles on today's market, custom fitting
becomes a necessity if a really good

job is to be done installing two-way

communications equipment

 There are very few alternatives available when deter-
mining the location of a mobile transceiver and its pow-
er supply. Most manufacturers require that the power
supply not be located in front of the engine fire wall
since it will then be exposed to excess dampness and
corrosive or oily vapors. High -power requirements from
the vehicle's 12v system requires positioning the power
supply as near the fire wall as possible, since any excess
length of power cable-leading to say the trunk-will
result in an excess voltage drop through the cable, unless
it is of unreasonably large gauge.

Accessibility restricts the choice of locations for
mounting the transceiver chassis. The trunk of the ve-
hicle is a fine, out of the way location for the transceiver
if provision is made for its remote control operation,
but then transmission is limited to predetermined fre-
quencies. For amateur use, unless you have a chauffeur,
the entire transceiver must be within easy reach of the
driver.

Since every installation is different, and space does
not permit a description of all possible installations, the
balance of this article includes only the procedures car-
ried out when Paul Dorweiler, the previous Editor of
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, and Joe Zauhar,
now Managing Editor, installed a Drake TR-4 mobile
transceiver in Paul's 1970 Chevrolet Townsman station
wagon.

The Drake TR-4 was obtained with two power sup-
plies-one designed to operate at line voltage for sta-
tionary or bench use and the other designed for 12v
mobile operation. We found that the most convenient
location for the mobile supply was on the floor behind
the cartridge tape recorder. Once this location had been
selected, a soldering iron was used (Fig. 1) to burn
holes in the carpet. These holes marked the location of
the holes to be drilled into the fire wall for securing the
power supply (Fig. 2) and eliminated the need for drill-
ing through the carpet itself (the carpet may have other-
wise become twisted around the drill bit, tearing or
otherwise hindering drilling).

Fortunately an extra unused rubber grommet was
found extending through the fire wall, permitting easy
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Fig. 5-Cutting side -support brackets to length

Fig. 6-Benting side -support brackets into shaje.

Fie 1-Sanoine a rounded edee at the top of each side-suaport bracket

passage of the power line. After bolting a fuse holder
in place under the hood, the fused power line was bolted
to the positive terminal of the battery (Fig. 3). (To
some readers this battery may appear a little unusual
without its terminals at the top. However, batteries in
1970 General Motors vehicles have bolt -on terminals
on the side to eliminate the former problem of battery -
acid corrosion.)

For ease of operation, the hump in the floor above
the station -wagon transmission was selected as the loca-
tion for mounting the transceiver. It was positioned just
far enough back on the hump to permit moving the car
seat fully forward.

After having determined the location for mounting
the transceiver, its rear support bracket was placed in
proper position on the hump, the location of its mount-
ing holes were marked with a soldering iron, holes were
drilled (Fig. 4), and the bracket was bolted into posi-
tion.

Once positioned on its back supporting bracket, the
front of the transceiver was lifted to a convenient ele-
vation; and the distance between the floor and the
transceiver's forward mounting holes was measured.
With these dimensions, Joe was able to cut the side -
supporting brackets to length (Fig. 5). He then bent
the bottom portion of each bracket (Fig. 6) to match
the contour of the floor.

To add an additional touch of professionalism to the
installation, Joe ground rounded edges at the ends of
each side support (Fig. 7), using a 7 -in. rotary indus-
trial -type sander. Mounting holes were then drilled
(Fig. 8) in the side -support brackets.

The transceiver was originally equipped with rubber

Fig. 8-Drilling mounting holes in legs of side -support brackets.
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INSTALLING TRANSCEIVER ...

feet for base station use, but since they would serve no
practical function once the unit was mounted in the sta-
tion wagon, they were removed to permit the attach-
ment of an additional support to the bottom of the
transceiver. (This brace had originally been supplied by
the manufacturer for securing the front of the transceiv-
er to the dash of some cars.) Paul drilled holes in the
transceiver's bottom plate (Fig. 9) for mounting this
bracket, after having bolted the mate to the rear support
bracket onto the same plate. The additional bracket was
then riveted to the plate.

When again placing the transceiver into position on
the rear pair of supporting brackets, it was found that
these brackets failed to adequately secure the transceiv-
er, any forward motion pulling them apart. To solve
this problem, a hole was drilled into the protruding lip
of one bracket and a pin was inserted after the two
brackets were again coupled together-thus assuring
additional stability.

After bolting the side -support brackets to the floor
of the car and securing them to the side of the trans-
ceiver (using special bolts and washers supplied by the
manufacturer), the side brackets were again drilled
(Fig. 10); the new holes matching those in the addi-
tional bracket beneath the transceiver.

Paul decided that since he had a rather large antenna,
he would prefer to have it mounted near the back of
the station wagon, on the lower right-hand side. Using
a portion of the antenna mount as a template, Paul
marked this location with a pen (Fig. 11), and Joe
then marked them more permanently with a center
punch (Fig. 12). After drilling the holes (Fig. 13), the
central hole was enlarged with a file (Fig. 14) so that
the central bolt could pass through freely and no arcing
would occur between the bolt and ground.

Paint, tar and other material inside the spare -tire
storage compartment were then sanded away (Fig. 15)
so that the ground lead to the antenna bracket could be
well grounded.

Probably one of the most difficult jobs in the entire
installation was the task of running the coaxial cable
between the transceiver and the antenna. It was not too
difficult getting the cable beneath the front- and back-
seat carpeting, but Joe and Paul had to practically tear
the car apart (Fig. 16) in order to run the coaxial cable
further back to the antenna mount. But once the cable
was pulled through and secured to the antenna mount
(Fig. 17), the job was nearly complete. All that re-
mained to do was bolt the antenna to the mount (Fig.
18) .

After a few minor electronic adjustments were made
in the transceiver, the job was complete. And we feel
that it was quite a success. Both the transceiver and
power supply were very securely mounted in place, and
Paul was able to DX other ham radio operators in sev-
eral parts of the country. 
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Fig. 12-Center punching antennamoont holes for cr

id 1 3-Running antenna coaxial cable from front to rear.

Fig. 17-Completing job with coaxial cable bolted to antenna mount.

Fie 18-Viewino mounted antenna in Josition for trnsmiscion

Fig. 13-Drillieg antenna -mount hole:.

Fig. 14-Enlarging central hole for antenna mount.

Fit. 15-Grin ling away protective citing for better antenna ground.
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Servicing Solid -State Stereo
by NORMAN H. CROWHURST

Part II-Applying more basic electronics to improve
servicing techniques and prevent call backs

 Transistors are more easily dam-
aged than tubes, generally requiring
the use of more protective circuits.
To understand all aspects of tran-
sistor protection, it is necessary to
keep in mind the different damages
to which they can be exposed.

Excess currents can destroy them.
And, as mentioned in the previous
article, circuits are now in rather
common use for protecting transis-
tors against these currents. Reverse
voltage is another danger that has
also been covered. Still another pos-
sibility is excess voltage of the nor-
mal polarity.

EXCESS AUDIO POWER

But voltages and currents alone
do not cover the entire problem.
While an excessive current can
"blow" a transistor junction and an
excessive voltage can break it down,
making sure that both current and
voltage always stay within these lim-
its does not completely ensure its
safe operation. A combination of
voltages and currents can result in
heating, which if not properly dissi-
pated, may cause transistor break-
down and failure. Every transistor
has a maximum power dissipation
rating-possibly more than one, de-
pending on its mounting or provi-
sions for conducting heat away.

It might seem as if excess -current
protection would also guard against
excess heat -producing power across
the transistor. In some instances it
does, but in others such circuits ag-
gravate the problem.

When the current through the
output transistor is allowed to rise,
there is a greater voltage drop across
the load, resulting in a lower voltage
drop across the transistor and a
smaller amount of power (W --
I X V) dissipated across the tran-
sistor (such voltage, current, power
relationships are shown in Fig. 6 of
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the previous article). Limiting the
current to less than maximum
through the transistor and load also

limits the voltage developed across
the output load, thus increasing the
voltage across the transistor at max-
imum current and the power dissi-
pated in the transistor.

This does not mean that removing
the current limitation would avoid
the danger, because then the tran-
sistor would blow for a different rea-
son-excess current rather than ex-
cess power dissipation.

The important factor is the tran-
sistor voltage when the current
reaches its limiting value. If the
transistor is close to saturation so

LOAD VOLTAGE

LOAD CURRENT

SUPPLY +

LIMITING

CURFIT

GROUND

LIMITING
CURRENT

SUPPLY-
POWER ACROSS OUTPUT TRANSISTOR

Fig. 1-Some waveforms associated with current limiting; (A) when the load is resistive and of
near normal value; (B) when the load is resistive and lower than normal value; and (C) when the
load is reactive but of nearly normal impedance.

Fig. 2-A basic current -limiting circuit.

40V



that the voltage across it is small,
most of it appearing across the load,
there is no power problem (Fig.
I A). But, if the voltage across the
load is substantially below the maxi-
mum available when the current is
limited, the rest of the voltage re-
sults in a greater power dissipation
in the transistor (Fig. 1B).

Two factors can result in excess
transistor voltage at maximum cur-
rent: Either the load resistance is
too low for the amplifier, or it is
nearly the correct value but too re-
active, the maximum current not

CI

011

INPUT SIGNAL
AT EARLIER
STAGE

completely coinciding with the max-
imum load voltage (Fig. 1C).

BASIC PROTECTIVE CIRCUITS

Fig. 2 contains basically the same
schematic as that shown in Fig. 5 of
the previous article. In this output
section, voltages less than maximum
swing are harmful to the circuit only
if they coincide with the maximum
current, causing current limiting to
come into effect. What is needed is
a device that will detect what the
output voltage is when the current
reaches its maximum. A circuit that

+40V

OUTPUT
(-)LOAD

Fig. 3-Additional circuit features for providing protection against evens voltages across the
output transistor when current limiting occurs.

Fig. 4-One simple addition to the circuit (capacitor C2, with appropriate changes) enables the
circuit to discriminate between various degrees of excess power dissipation over different periods
of time.

+40V

OUTPUT
LOAD

will "do something about it" if the
transistor voltage exceeds a safe
value during maximum current.

Fig. 3 shows an essential portion
of such a circuit applied to half an
output stage. When there is no cur-
rent limiting, transistor Q8 and di-
ode D1 are not conducting and they
do not affect the transistor's collec-
tor voltage. But as soon as current
limiting occurs, the transistor and
diode both conduct, the collector
voltage then being nearly equal the
output voltage.

If the voltage across the output
transistor (Q1) is low, it will not
reach the zener voltage of diode D3,
and transistor Q10 will remain in its
normal non -conducting state. But, if
the voltage across transistor Q1 ex-
ceeds the zener voltage of diode D3,
current limiting occurs and transis-
tor 010 will be switched on, charg-
ing capacitor Cl through resistor
R4 and causing transistor Q11 to
conduct.

When conducting, transistor Q11
short circuits the positive audio in-
put signal, restoring the output tran-
sistor to a safe condition. It takes a
few moments for the voltage across
capacitor Cl to discharge through
resistor R5, allowing the input sig-
nal time to change from its harmful
condition and the output transistor
time to cool off.

Although a definite improvement
over no voltage protection at all,
there are two problems with this
simple circuit. The most obvious is
the fact that only half the output is
voltage protected. If the signal
waveform is asymmetrical in such a
way that the upper output transistor
(01) is not overloaded while the
lower one (02) is, then the lower
one may burn out without triggering
the protective circuit.

The other problem relates to the
duration of the harmful signal. A
signal burst of dangerous waveform
will trigger the shorting of the input
signal just as it would a harmful
continued waveform. In fact, the cir-
cuit has no means of telling the dif-
ference since it either triggers the
shunting transistor or it does not,
depending on the precise voltage
waveform present during current
limiting conditions.

Obviously, if the voltage chosen
(by the selection of a zener voltage
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for diode D3) is such that the out-
put transistor is protected from a
power level that might require a sec-
ond or more to burn it out; a signal
burst of the same power level, but a
shorter duration, would not endan-
ger the transistor; though the pro-
tecting circuit would still be unnec-
essarily triggered.

Conversely, if the signal level
chosen offered protection only un-
der conditions that could produce
almost instant burn out, a slightly
lower signal level would not trigger
it and, if sustained for a second or
so, could destroy the transistor.
Some compromise is needed that
will take into consideration the du-
ration of the excessive power dissi-
pation, so that the protected circuit
will be triggered at a lower power
dissipation level for a sustained sig-
nal than it will for a more powerful,
sharp audio pulse in the circuit.

This can be achieved by putting
a time constant ahead of the zener
diode (Fig. 4) with the use of a ca-
pacitor, C2. The series resistor
(R3) must now be of a different
value since it must now charge the
capacitor as well as turn transistor
Q10 on when the zener voltage is
exceeded.

A similar circuit can be used to
protect the other half of the audio
output circuit. The semiconductors
in this second circuit are of opposite
polarity but function in the same
manner as those shown in Fig. 4.
Excess signal power turns transistor
Q12 on (in the circuit shown in Fig.
5) in the same manner excess signal
power turns transistor Q10 on (in
the circuit shown in Fig. 4). When
transistor Q12 is turned on (Fig.
5), its collector current turns tran-
sistor Q10 on.

One additional circuit refinement
is still required for adequate protec-
tion of both output transistors. In
Fig. 3, transistor Q11 shunts the
positive audio input signal to ground
to reduce the excess power applied
to transistor 01. This transistor
(Q11) cannot operate at a reverse
polarity to shunt a negative audio
input signal to ground when excess
power is applied to transistor (22.

Fig. 6 shows a circuit that has
been designed to handle this func-
tion. When excess voltages are ap-

plied to either transistor 01 or Q2,
transistor 010 conducts current (as
described with Fig. 5). As a result,
a positive voltage is developed
across capacitor Cl, and the base of
transistors Q11 and 013 becomes
forward biased. Transistor 011 can
then conduct excess positive input
signals to ground as it did in Fig. 4,
diode D8 preventing a damaging
negative signal voltage from devel-

oping across the transistor.
As transistor Q13 conducts cur-

rent, it forward biases transistor
014, which in turn is also able to
conduct current-excess negative
signal voltages then being shunted
through the two transistors (Q13
and 014) to the positive supply.

FINAL PROTECTIVE CIRCUIT

The complete circuit, shown in

ifx,0

40v

Fig. 5-Another addition to the circuit enables it to protect both output transistors equally.

Fig. 6-A two-way clamp circuit, used !o provide protection for both halves of the audio output.
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Fig. 7, illustrates the various prop-
erties of a circuit designed for out-
put transistor protection. There, a
burst of audio signal may momen-
tarily exceed the circuit's power rat-
ing, triggering the protective circuit
for but a second or two. This can
occur when the audio burst is of too
short a duration for capacitor Cl to
become fully charged. Although this
charge turned on transistors Q11,
Q13 and Q14, it was relatively small
and dissipated rapidly, the three
transistors then ceasing to shunt the
input signal.

A really serious signal overload-
either short and sharp, or of lower
amplitude but sustained-may trig-
ger the protective circuit for 10 to
15 seconds, the time it takes a maxi-
mum charge across capacitor Cl to
dissipate. If the signal is still danger-
ous when the circuit restores ampli-
fication, it will immediately trigger
again. The circuit will continue to be
triggered until the input signal re-

turns to normal, thus indefinitely
maintaining protection.

The circuit can also protect
against an increase in output tran-
sistor power dissipation resulting
from reactive load (Fig. 1C). The
impedance of the load might not be
too low if it were merely resistive;
but due to its reactance, the result-
ing voltage across the output tran-
sistor may become excessive. Dur-
ing a portion of this time the cur-
rent -limiting segment of the protec-
tive circuit is functioning, and as a
result the protective circuit starts to
work, shunting the input signal as
described previously.

CIRCUIT MAINTENANCE
This is a typical, fairly sophisti-

cated circuit. But as with the sim-
pler current -protection circuit de-
scribed in the previous article, an
understanding of how it is designed
to function is a major part of fault
tracing it-any fault can then be de-

ductively analyzed.
The most obvious protective cir-

cuit failure would occur in the zener
diodes. However, since the circuit is
designed to keep them within their
power dissipation ratings, when they
exceed their zener voltages, the fail-
ure of any one of these diodes usu-
ally means that something else was
wrong, which caused the diode to
fail (i.e., failure may have been
caused by a resistor that had
changed value through overheat-
ing).

With a failure of this type, try to
determine the prime cause of the
failure and see that it is remedied.
This is as important as replacing the
component that eventually failed as
a result of the problem. The same
basic theory applies to all the other
semiconductors in this type circuit.
Whatever component has failed in
this protective circuit, check to see
what was the first cause of the fail-
ure. 

Fig. 7-One version of a complete circuit, using the techniques developed in this article. Although a typical circuit, it may differ from any particular
circuit being serviced.
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TEST LAB REPORT

EICO Model 379 Signal Generator
and Model 150 Signal Tracer
by PHILLIP DAHLEN

Solid-state instruments designed for assisting

in the maintenance of audio circuits

EICO's Model 319 signal generator (left) and Model 150 signal tracer (right).
For more details circle 900 (generator) and 901 (tracer) on Reader Service Card.

 The maintenance of audio cir-
cuits can be simplified with the use
of EICO's Model 379 sine/square-
wave generator and its Model 150
signal tracer. Built in matching cab-
inets with solid-state circuitry, these
instruments are designed to inject
and detect signals in all audio stages
of circuits under test, and thus assist
in the job of locating defective com-
ponents.

SIGNAL GENERATOR

The circuit used in EICO's Model
379 signal generator is shown in Fig.
1. Its function can be more readily
understood by seeing what happens
when a portion of a sine wave passes
through it.

OSCILLATOR SIGNAL
AMPLIFICATION

When the gate of the field-effect
transistor (Q1) becomes more posi-
tive (Fig. 2), it "pinches off" the

current flowing through the semi-
conductor, reducing the voltage
drop across the source resistor (R4).

Since the base of transistor Q2 is
connected directly to the source of
FET 01, this voltage change re-
duces the transistor base forward
bias, and the transistor conducts less
current. Being a zener diode, the
voltage drop across diode DI re-
mains virtually unchanged as the
transistor (Q2) emitter current
changes-the entire change in volt-
age drop occurring across emitter re-
sistor R5. In this manner, the diode
permits the emitter of transistor 02
to be biased at a different potential
than the base of transistor 03 with-
out any resulting signal loss. Capac-
itor C 1 shunts across the diode any
small signal that might have still de-
veloped across it.

Since the base of transistor 02
becomes less forward biased with
less current flowing through resistor

R5, the voltage drop across that re-
sistor (R5) is reduced, reducing the
forward bias at the base of transis-
tor Q3. That transistor (Q3) in
turn conducts less collector -to -
emitter current, resulting in a lower
voltage drop across its collector and
emitter resistors-the collector be-
coming more positive and the emit-
ter becoming more negative.

Diodes D2 and D3 serve to pro-
vide a relatively constant voltage
drop between the bases of transis-
tors 04 and 05. Although the base
of each transistor is biased at a dif-
ferent potential, the diodes maintain
virtually constant voltage drops so
that any change in transistor Q4
base bias voltage will result in the
same amount of voltage change at
the base of transistor 05.

With the reduced voltage drop
across resistor R6, as a result of
transistor 03 conducting less cur-
rent, the base of transistor Q4 be-
comes more forward biased and
there is a smaller resulting collector -
to -emitter voltage drop across it
(04). However, since transistor 05
is an NPN rather than a PNP tran-
sistor like the others in the circuit,
it (Q5) is less forward biased when
its base becomes more positive; and
there is a greater resulting collector -
to -emitter voltage.

In the manner just described, a
more positive voltage at the gate of
the FET (Q1) results in a more
positive voltage at the instrument's
sine -wave output, while a less posi-
tive voltage at the gate will result
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Fig. 1-Manufacturer's schematic of the EICO Model 379 signal generator.
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Fig. 2-Signal amplification in various stages of the oscillator circuit.

in a less positive output voltage-
the change in voltage resulting in a
sine -wave signal at the output.

OSCILLATOR TUNING CIRCUIT
A bridge "T" network (Fig. 1) is

connected between the output of
the oscillator circuit and the gate of

FET 01. It is composed of 1 per-
cent precision resistors and a large
two -gang tuning capacitor (C13A
and C13B).

By tuning the two -gang capacitor
and using series and parallel resis-
tors to vary capacitor time con-
stants, the "T" network (Fig. 3)

functions by changing the phase
angle of all but the desired frequen-
cy signal. Sine -wave signals of the
desired frequency return from the
output to the FET gate, producing
positive feedback and causing the
circuit to oscillate at the desired fre-
quency. Stray signals of other fre-
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Fig. 3-Simplified diagram of the "T" network used to tune the oscillator circuit.

41-

Fig. 4-Positive-feedback circuit used to in

crease oscillator output.

quencies experience a phase shift in
the bridge "T" network; and at
these frequencies a positive signal
output voltage will result in a nega-
tive signal voltage at the FET gate
-the positive and negative signal
voltages being cancelled out or neu-
tralized.

INCREASING OSCILLATOR GAIN

A second positive feedback cir-
cuit (Fig. 4) is also included in the
instrument to increase the gain in
the final stages of sine -wave amplifi-
cation. When the positive portion of
a sine wave passes from the oscilla-
tor output to the transistor Q3 emit-
ter circuit, it makes the transistor's
emitter more positive. If at the same
time the voltage applied to the tran-
sistor's base remains unchanged,
there will be a reduction in the base -
to -emitter voltage. This positive
emitter pulse thus has the effect of
reducing the transistor's base for-
ward bias, reducing the transistor's
collector -to -emitter current and the
resulting voltage drop across resis-
tor R6. In this manner, the circuit
functions as a common -base ampli-
fier, with the positive feedback sig-
nal applied to the emitter circuit of
transistor Q3 being amplified.

In an earlier description of the
portion of the circuit containing
transistor Q3 (Fig. 2), it was indi-
cated that a negative signal voltage
applied to the base of the transistor

RI6

<R17

C7 < R19

R20

R21

R18

7

14 3VM.

Fig. 5 ---Switching circuit converts sine -Nave 7o square -wave signal.
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will result in a negative signal volt-
age at its emitter. This negative sig-
nal emitter voltage is overridden by
the positive signal -feedback emitter
voltage. Thus, as feedback produces
a positive signal voltage at the tran-
sistor's emitter while a negative sig-
nal voltage is applied to its base,
there is an even greater reduction in
the base -to -emitter voltage, even
more greatly reducing the transis-
tor's collector -to -emitter current and
further increasing the positive signal
voltage developed across resistor R6.

This second feedback circuit con-
tains a 250mf capacitor (C2) for
low -frequency feedback, while a
smaller capacitor (l000pf, C3)
conducts the higher -frequency sig-
nals that electrolectic capacitors are
typically unable to handle due to the
nature of their design. The negative
resistance characteristics of the fila-
ment lamp (II) protects transistor
Q3 from excessive signal voltages
that may develop as the band switch
is turned. (Under normal operation
this lamp glows dimly, glowing
much more brightly as the band
switch is turned. At one intermedi-
ate switching position this glow was
seen to vary noticeably at a fre-
quency of about 5Hz.)

OSCILLATOR -FREQUENCY
SWITCHING

Signals from the sine -wave output
(Fig. 1) are fed to a switching cir-
cuit (Fig. 5). The positive portion
of a sine -wave signal applied to the
base of transistor Q6 will increase
the transistor's forward bias, in-
creasing the transistor's collector -to -
emitter current and the voltage drop
across resistor R17. As a result of
this voltage drop, the base of tran-
sistor Q7 is less forward biased, it
has less collector -to -emitter current,
and there is a smaller voltage drop
across resistor R21.

Since transistor Q7 provides addi-
tional amplification to the signal am-
plified by transistor Q6, the signal
change in its emitter current is
greater than the signal change in
transistor Q6 emitter current. As in
the sine -wave oscillator's second
feed -back circuit (Fig. 4), emitter
voltage changes from the higher
stage of amplification (transistor
Q7) will override those from the
earlier stage (transistor Q6). Tran-

Top inside view of signal generator with snield
enclosing tuning circuit.

Insulated two -gang capacitor used in signal
generator bridge "T" tuning network.

4111W-449111111111.

Bottom inside view of signal generator.

sistor Q6 then functions as both a
common -emitter and common -base
amplifier, and produces positive
feedback at the input frequency, in-
creasing circuit gain.

Sine -wave voltage changes at the
base of transistor Q6 are amplified
so greatly by this positive -feedback
circuit that the two transistors (06
and Q7) will in effect act as switch-
es, alternately turning on and off to
provide a square -wave signal at the
frequency of the applied sine wave.

IMPROVING SWITCHING
CHARACTERISTICS

Capacitor C7 helps improve the

circuit by shunting higher frequen-
cies across resistor R19, peaking the
frequency response of the switching
circuit. Resistor R16 also helps im-
prove the circuit by adjusting the
base bias of transistor Q6 so that it
will more -or -less readily conduct
current as the sine -wave signal al-
ternates between positive and nega-
tive voltages. If the base bias is too
low, only the positive peaks of the
applied sine wave will switch tran-
sistor Q6 on, transistor Q7 being on
during a longer time interval. And if
the base bias is too high, transistor
Q6 will conduct until negative peaks
of the applied sine -wave signal have
adequately reduced the bias voltage,
transistor Q6 conducting during
longer time intervals than transistor
Q7. For the positive and negative
portions of the square wave to be of
the same length (symmetrical), the
bias adjustment must be such that
each transistor alternately conducts
current during equal time intervals.

Although most technicians use
only symmetrical square waves,
others also make use of non -sym-
metrical ones. By adjusting this con-
trol, positive square -wave pulses
may be shortened so that they ap-
pear the same as positive symmetri-
cal pulses normally produced at
much higher frequencies, while the
negative square -wave pulses corre-
spond to negative symmetrical puls-
es normally produced at a slightly
lower frequency-the complete
square wave (both positive and neg-
ative pulses together) still being
produced at the sine -wave frequency.

SQUARE -WAVE OUTPUT
CIRCUIT

transistor Q8 (Fig. 6) supplies
additional gain and stability by am-
plifying the square -wave signal,

Fig. 6-Emitter-follower output circuit reduces
square -wave distortion.
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somewhat isolating the switching cir-
cuit from the output, and reducing
the output impedance.

When the capacitor (C8) is posi-
tive with respect to ground, it for-
ward biases the transistor (Q8), in-
creasing its emitter current and the
voltage drop across resistor R23.
But when it is negative with respect
to ground, diode D5 shorts the neg-
ative voltage to ground, thus pro-
tecting the transistor base from any
damage resulting from a reverse
base -bias voltage supplied by the ca-
pacitor, eliminating differentiation.

When the capacitor is negative
with respect to ground, electrons
(which flow from negative to posi-
tive) flow from the capacitor
through the diode to the more posi-
tive ground, depleting the capaci-
tor's supply of electrons. Then dur-
ing the positive portion of the

square -wave cycle, the positive volt-
age at the capacitor forward biases
the transistor (Q8). The capacitor
is of a large enough value ( lOmf)
to permit the flow of electrons from
both the base of transistor Q8 and
resistor R22, without a significant
reduction in the base -bias voltage,
before the square wave returns to a
negative voltage-the transistor re-
maining switched fully on during the
entire positive half cycle. Without
the diode, there would not be suffi-
cient flow of electrons out of the
capacitor to maintain a sufficient
positive voltage and keep the tran-
sistor fully on during the entire posi-
tive half cycle. A similar problem
would occur during the negative
half cycle. The "drooping" effect
that would result is called differen-
tiation.

Unlike the sine -wave output,

Fig. 7-Manufacturer's schematic of EICO Model 150 signal tracer.

which is obtained through a capaci-
tor (C4), the square -wave output is
obtained directly from the emitter
resistor (R23). This low -impedance
signal source is not subject to the
problems of differentiation just de-
scribed.

SIGNAL GENERATOR
SPECIFICATIONS

The signal generator has a 20Hz
to 20MHz sine -wave frequency
range on five bands and simulta-
neously a 20Hz to 200kHz square -
wave frequency range on four bands
-the square -wave generator being
automatically turned off on the 200
kHz to 2MHz band. The instrument
reportedly has a calibrated accuracy
of -±-5 percent from 20Hz to 100Hz
and from 1MHz to 2MHz, with ±3
percent accuracy between 100Hz
and 1MHz. At 20kHz, square -wave
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rise time is said to be less than 0.111
sec.

SIGNAL TRACER

The circuit used in EICO's Model
150 signal tracer more closely re-
sembles those with which the aver-
age electronic technician is familiar
(Fig. 7).

BOOTSTRAPPED INPUT CIRCUIT

The first stage of amplification
uses a "bootstrapped" circuit (Fig.
8) in which positive feedback is
used to reduce the effective input
impedance. When the positive por-
tion of a signal is applied to the base
of transistor 01, it is more forward
biased, conducts more collector -to-
emitter current, and there is a great-
er voltage drop across resistor R5.
This positive signal voltage across
the resistor (R5) is fed through

Fig. 8-"Bootstrapped" circuit used to in-
crease signal -tracer input impedance.

Top inside view of signal tracer.

capacitor C2 back to the base of
transistor 01, the positive -feedback
signal current being reduced by re-
sistor R3 to prevent the circuit from
going into oscillation. By reducing
the amount of input signal current
required to provide the same output
signal across capacitor C3, the cir-
cuit, in effect, reduces its input im-
pedance.

OTHER AUDIO CIRCUITS
Additional amplification is pro-

vided by transistor Q2, which ob-
tains its signal through a capacitor
(C4) from the volume control
(R6). Any RF signals remaining
after this stage of amplification are
shunted to ground through capacitor
C14, while other signals pass
through capacitor C6 to the two fol-
lowing stages of amplification.

As the voltage drop across tran-
sistor Q3 varies with the signal ap-
plied its base forward bias, a change
in voltage occurs at the transistor's
collector and emitter. By shunting
some of the emitter's signal to
ground with capacitor C7, more sig-
nal voltage must develop at the tran-
sistor's collector during each change
in collector -to -emitter voltage. Thus
as resistor R15 reduces the dc
emitter current to match the dc
characteristics of the transistor to
the circuit, capacitor C7 increases
amplification by reducing the corre-
sponding signal emitter current.

CHANGING CIRCUIT FUNCTION

The signal generator contains a
four -position function -selection
switch. When turned to the RF posi-
tion, capacitor C5 is connected to
ground and the RF terminal is con-
nected to capacitor Cl. With one
lead grounded, capacitor C5 func-
tions like capacitor C7 (described

Bottom inside iiew of signal tracer.

previously) to increase the amount
of amplification in the circuit's sec-
ond stage. After the final stage of
amplification, the signal may be
either taken directly from the ampli-
fier to improve scope or other in-
strument sensitivity, or to drive the
internal speaker when the amplifier
jack is not used. The relative
strength of the amplified signal is in-
dicated by a handy meter.

Since less gain is generally re-
quired in amplifying signals applied
to the audio terminal, turning the
function -selection switch to the au-
dio position disconnects capacitor
C5 from ground, while connecting
the audio input terminal to capaci-
tor Cl. Disconnecting the capacitor
(C5) allows a signal voltage to de-
velop across resistor R11, reducing
the remaining signal voltage devel-
oped across resistor R9 and applied
to the following stage of amplifica-
tion. The signal is then amplified as
was the audio signal applied to the
RF terminal. (If greater gain is re-
quired, the audio signal may be ap-
plied to the instrument's RF termi-
nal since the RF probe converts RF
signals to audio signals before they
enter the RF terminal.)

The selector switch grounds the
audio input terminal and RF input
terminal until they are selected-
the audio input being grounded
when the RF input is selected and
vice versa. To eliminate any stray
signals when the internal speaker is
used either alone or through the
substitute output -transformer cir-
cuit, the selector switch grounds not
only signals present at the RF and
audio input terminals but also those
present at the volume control (R6),
while disconnecting the amplifier
from the speaker.

SIGNAL TRACER
SPECIFICATIONS

The signal tracer's audio output is
rated at 400mw with a lmw RF in-
put or a 65mw audio input. The me-
ter reportedly contains a 200pa
movement, and the substitute trans-
former included is designed to
match the speaker impedance with
the impedance of typical amplifier
output tubes or transistors. Specifi-
cations indicate that the hum is bet-
ter than 60dB below 400 mw. 
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DEALER SHOWCASE
fur JUdillund, un v,c1tictS described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

CLOSED-CIRCUIT CAMERA 700

Built-in automatic
light compensator

Introduced is the Model MC920
Mini -Pro Camera, a reported break-
through in the development of surveil-
lance cameras. Entirely of solid-state,
module construction, the camera
comes in an attractive gray aluminum
case, approximately half the size and
weight of other transistorized cameras.
Featured is the automatic light com-
pensator, which is built in directly be-
hind the lens and responds to chang-
ing light conditions. Other features are
said to include switchable RF and
Video output, rear electronic focus
for ultra sharp image adjustment, and
thermally compensated circuitry for
continuous operation. Simplicity of in-
stallation and operation are other fea-
tures of the camera. The camera
weighs 4 lb and measures 25/8 by 43/4
by 7 in. Net price under $200. Javelin

STEREO HEADPHONE 701

Listening level from
50 to 16,000Hz

Introduced is the Model 10R200
stereo headphone set which features
extremely high sensitivity, reportedly
capable of delivering over 100dB of
sound with as little as 10mw input.

The frequency response of the head-
phone set yields a listening level from
below 50Hz to beyond 16kHz. The
soft, foam ear pads enhance the bass
response and affords greater listening
comfort. Freedom of movement is
provided for the listener by a 61/2 -ft.
cable. The standard stereo plug allows
universal application to stereo ampli-
fiers equipped with the usual head-
phone jacks. The price of the head-
phone set is $19.95. RCA

CITIZENS BAND SCANNER 702

Visually monitors
all CB channels

A 23 channel Citizens Band scanner
has been designed to permit visual
identification of all CB channels in
use. This unit is designated Scanalyzer
23, Model 779. This solid-state scan-
ner reportedly allows continuous and
simultaneous visual monitoring of all
23 channels and permits the instant
determination of the channels in use.
It reportedly can also be used to de-
termine the signal strengths of all 23
channels by the use of an adjustable
sensitivity control, which can be used
to visually indicate each channel hav-
ing a signal exceeding the pre -select
sensitivity level. The response time of
individual channel indicators is re-
portedly less than 10ms. Sensitivity is

said to be better than 0.5ktv with se-
lectivity rated at -80dB at ± 10kHz.
Another control is designed to permit
adjusting the RF sensitivity over a
range of from 0.5/2.v to 100ktv. The
scanner is an all solid-state unit em-
ploying 38 semi -conductors. Price
$149.95. Commander

RECORD/PLAYBACK DECK 703

Pie -select the amount of tape
you want to hear or record

A Model RD8S eight -track record/
playback tape deck is introduced. In-
corporated in the deck is an exclusive

operating feature that allows the user
to pre -select how much of the tape he
wants to hear or record. The deck will
play the entire tape continuously or
automatically eject the tape after the

cs

first or fourth program. This feature
overcomes the most common cause of
eight -track cartridge damage. The
deck is of particular interest to the
customer who already owns an eight -
track playback system for his car.
With this deck, he can record his own
tapes at home and by doing so can
quickly amortize the cost of the deck
by making his own tape library. The
deck comes complete with a factory -
installed walnut cabinet and 3 ft. patch
cord. BSR

COLOR -TV SET 704

Table model of Early
American design

Introduced is a table -model color -
TV set of Early American design, com-
plete with top gallery rail. The Co-
lonial, Model CT -39I E, has an 18 in.
diagonal screen. Features include Pan-
alock (AFT), which is designed to al-
low the viewer to instantly lock in the
best picture electronically with a

touch of a button. Another feature is

the Auto -Color, a new feature where
pre-setting at the factory is said to au-
tomatically lock in color on every
channel. The use of "Speed -O -Vision"
eliminates a "warm-up" period by of-
fering instant picture and sound. The
set also includes dipole and bowtic
antennas, separate UHF and VHF
channel selectors plus a 5 by 3 in. oval
speaker. Retail price $419.95. Pana-
sonic
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FROM

Oldf

TWO YEARS AGO

WE PROMISED

MIRACLES

511/Fr

We Promised that
BI' STUFF
would

 STOP DRIFT

 STOP NOISE

 STOP CALLBACKS

 NOT HARM
PLASTIC
OR METAL

 NOT "GUNK UP"

 BE THE BEST
TUNER CARE
PRODUCT
ANYWHERE

Igo A CAN FULL
OF MIRACLES

P. 0. Box 949 Amarillo, Texas

SPRAY Canada. Wm. Cohen. Montreal
Export Empire Exporters. N.Y.C.

CATALOGS Et

BULLETINS

400
Semiconductor and Components

A condensed semiconductor and
components catalog is available. This
60 -page booklet, CC300, provides in-
formation on new products as well as
a listing of semiconductor product
lines. A 10 -page section highlights re-
cently introduced semiconductors,
ranging from TTL/MSI integrated
circuits through discrete optoelectronic
devices. Preferred semiconductors rec-
ommended for current and new de-
signs are easily identified in this pub-
lication. Condensed listings are given
for TI's integrated circuits, silicon
transistors, optoelectronic devices,
germanium transistors, diodes, recti-
fiers, resistors, microwave components,
thyristors, trigger diodes and power
transistors. Electrical parameters, me-
chanical data, product features, appli-
cation information and circuit dia-
grams are provided. Seven pages are
devoted to case outlines of discrete de-
vices and a military device selection is
featured. Texas Instrument.

Electronic Test Accessories 401

A 56 -page
accessories is offered. The edition con-
tains 420 items -50 of which are new
this year. The general catalog con-
tains the entire line of 3/4 and 1/2in.
spaced molded test accessories, mold-
ed patch cords, cable assemblies, test
leads, connecting leads, test socket
adapters, "Black Boxes" and other
electronic test accessories; all designed
to meet rigid industrial and military
specifications. Catalog provides com-
plete engineering information on all
items, including product photographs,
dimension drawings, schematics, speci-
fications, features and operating
ranges. Pomona.

Electronic Hardware 402

A catalog No. 2570 containing
wire, cable, tubing and hardware to
the electronics industry is offered. The
new catalog is a distillation of the full -
line catalog and contains those prod-
ucts most in demand by distributors.
The catalog will make it easier for
most customers to find what they are
looking for quickly. Birnbach.

Power Supplies 403
Nine lines of dc power supplies are

introduced in a catalog supplement
now available. Described are a new
LV series of high efficiency, low -ripple
power modules designed to power

TTL, ECL, DTL, RTL and HTL log-
ic. This series offers ripple as low as
10mv RMS. An LW series of dc pow-
er modules, designed to power tran-
sistor circuitry, relays, motors, lamps
and solenoids, are also introduced.
Other new products include an LXD-
3-152 dual output tracking power sup-
ply, designed to power operational am-
plifiers and an integrated circuit regu-
lated laboratory power supply with
built-in tracking overvoltage protec-
tion, and an LCS-A package modular
power supply that is IC regulated and
available in 19 fixed voltage models to
150vdc and up to 3a, and 5 wide
range models to 120vdc, up to 2a.
Lambda.

Instructional TV Fixed Service 404
An 8 -page catalog of hardware for

equipping school districts and indi-
vidual schools with complete Instruc-
tional Television Fixed Service
(ITFS) 2500MHz micro -wave sys-
tems is issued. Available to educators
and ETV system contractors on re-
quest, the new catalog covers lOw
transmitters, mini -power transmitters,
micro -power transmitters, repeaters,
receiving systems, down converters,
distribution systems, transmitting and
receiving antennas, accessories and
calibration equipment. Using this
equipment, a school district may orig-
inate one to four instructional TV
channels and transmit them to all
schools within the district. 1FD.

Recording Tape 405

Offered is a confidential distributor
cost sheet which lists distributor cost
and suggested resale prices for all of
the company's audio tapes, cassettes
and accessories. It now combines three
previous pricing sheets into one easy -
to -use reference. The new distributor
pricing sheet also spells out terms and
conditions, standard packaging, pre-
paid freight, assorting privileges and
cash discount. Irish Recording Tape.

Clips/Insulators 406

An 8 -page catalog No. 350 con-
taining electric clips and insulators for
quick, temporary electrical connec-
tions is offered. Complete specifica-
tions are given for each clip and the
line is fully illustrated: miniature
clips, alligator clips, completely insu-
lated alligator clips, crocodile clips,
"Pee -Wee" clips, general purpose test
clips, heavy-duty test and battery clips,
welding ground clamps, a general
ground clamp, plier-type clips for au-
tomotive battery booster cables and
battery chargers and testers, complete
battery booster cable sets, ignition ca-
ble assemblies, also a twin -ended test
clip and a needle clip. Mueller.

... for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Ca d
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Shortstop.

Our exclusive posted -filament design stops shorts in high -voltage
rectifiers.

And you know what shorts cause . . . catastrophic failure, or weak-
ened tubes and components.

The result: unprofitable callbacks.
Our 3CU3A, 3BM2A, 3BL2A, and 3DC3 high -volt-

age rectifiers all use the fail-safe posted -filament design.
Put our shortstops on your team. You'll find that

callbacks won't even get to first base.
Sylvania Electronic Components, Electronic Tube

Division, West Third St., Emporium, Pa. 15834.

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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NEWS

OF THE INDUSTRY

Jerrold Offers
MATV Course

The second in a series of comprehensive courses on
master antenna television (MATV) presented by Jerrold
Electronics Corp. was held recently at the O'Hare Concord
Motel in Chicago and attended by dealers and distributors
from a wide midwest regional area.

Sponsored mostly for Jerrold representatives, the three-
day course, conducted by Jerrold's senior systems engineer
Allen Pawlowski, included discussions on decibels, anten-
nas, amplifiers, system layout, headends and J -Jacks.

"Through these concise and to -the -point courses we in-
tend to build a nationwide cadre of representatives updated
in the state-of-the-art and able to provide fast and quality
service," reported Bert Wolf, manager of Jerrold's Dis-
tributor Sales and Educational and Communication Sys-
tems Divisions.

MATV courses are scheduled for other U.S. cities,
three of which will include discussion on instructional
television (ITV). A separate class on instructional televi-
sion fixed service (1TFS) was held in Philadelphia, June
24-26.

Courses are scheduled for New Orleans, July 14-16; Salt
Lake City, September 17-18; San Francisco, September 21-
23, and Atlanta, October 27-29. A one -day summary sem-
inar will be held in Denver on September 15.

Precision Tuner
Service Moves

Precision Tuner Service announced its move to a new
modern air conditioned plant at 5233 South Highway 37,
Bloomington, Ind. The plant covers 4800 sq. ft, with offices
for company executives, a large lounge for employees, and
a huge, well planned area for receiving and shipping.

Repair positions have been laid out carefully to provide
excellent lighting and generous work space for each tech-
nician. The company currently has 14 positions in opera-
tion, and plans to open 10 more positions as soon as equip-
ment becomes available.

About half of the floor space is devoted to storage of
spare tuners and parts.

First Single Tube, Black -and -White
TV Camera Convertible to Color

RCA announced the television industry's first single -
tube, black -and -white TV camera that can be converted to
full color operation.

Basically a high -resolution monochrome camera, the
new PK-430 produces color pictures when a special color -
encoding optical system is added and a small package of
color processing electronics is plugged in, according to
Gordon W. Bricker, Manager, RCA Professional Elec-
tronic Systems.

He said the new design permits educators, industrial
trainers, cable TV operators and other closed-circuit TV
users to invest in black -and -white program equipment with-
out risking camera obsolescence when they decide to switch
to color. Changeover to color operation normally requires
the purchase of color cameras to replace monochrome
models.

The convertible camera, scheduled for deliveries begin-

ning this fall, is priced at $5995 and the equipment needed
to modify it for color operation at $4755. Factory -built
color -TV cameras range in price from approximately
$10,000 to more than $80,000.

In the one -tube system, color information is obtained by
passing light from the televised scene through two striped
filters before it reaches the pickup tube. This technique
also produces other essential information about picture de-
tail, content and brightness. The information is gathered on
the face of the single tube and processed electronically to
produce the color picture.

When the camera is converted for color, it employs this
optical system in conjunction with an electronic color
processor. The latter occupies only about 10 in. of space
in the standard TV equipment rack.

The basic black -and -white camera includes a 10:1 zoom
and a type 8507 vidicon tube, which is said to provide a
horizontal resolution of 600 lines for detailed pictures.

Supreme Publications
Increases Staff

Supreme Publications of Chicago and Highland Park,
III., announced its continued activity in supplying service
manuals with releases planned for early Fall on new and
separate black -and -white and color TV manuals. Almost
doubling its publication staff, Supreme plans to introduce
a unique production technique in manual preparation.

TECHNICAL DIGEST

continued from page 30

armature closes contacts 1-3 on S1102 (station stopper
switch), and they remain closed while the motor is acti-
vated. The rotation of the tuner shaft closes contacts 1-2
on S1102 to complete a path to ground for the channel-
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CHANNEL
CHANGE
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PW 400 A -A
( EIRT LIMITER CRT)

51002
STATION STOPPER

OPENS CH DETENT STEP
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SS
PROGRAM
SWITCH

- (OPENS ON
PROGRAMMED

CHANNELS)

VHF TUNER

change relay. This relay holding current path connects to
PW 1100-M and the collector of transistor QI101 through
resistor R1110 (180011), furnishing sufficient current to
hold relay K 1101 in an activated mode. The motor will
continue to run after the keying signal is removed. Just
prior to every detent position of the tuner, contacts 1-2

on SI002 open so that if the next channel is programmed
"in," the motor stops-since the holding current path for
the channel -change relay is opened. If the next station is
programmed "out," just prior to the opening of contacts
1-2 on S1002, the programming switch closes to furnish
a holding current path for the channel -change relay through
contacts 1-3 on 51102 and the programming switch. This
action maintains the motor activated and prevents the tuner
from stopping on an unwanted (unprogrammed) channel
until desired channel is reached.
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Discovery in the art of performance
Find you, sound! The Starmaker collection not only in-
cludes microphones for many different applications, but
-even mo-e important-microphones to enhance the
personal techniques of professional performers as well.

You can choose characteristics like ' flat" frequency
response. Tapered low -frequency response. Switchable
Bass Roll Off. A host of others. To make "today's"
sound come alive-close up or far out.

That's the way it goes up and dowr the Starmaker

line (at optional list prices from $12 to $93). For pop,
rock, and classical performers. At concerts, Theatres,
night clubs. In reel-to-reel and cassette home record-
ings. For discussion/pane, paging, P.A., CB, and ham
applications...you name it.

To get specific, ask for the new Starmaker brochure
1S1056 at your RCA microphone distributor or, write:
RCA Electronic Components Commercial Engineer ng,
Section 69G /J10, Harrison. New Jersey 07029.

And, remember, for lucher professional needs, RCA also produces the renowned BK and SK microphone hne;

=0,

ROA

Stai rndkor
Ne1(124)hcxe

. . . for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Carl
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NEW PRODUCTS
For additonal information on products described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

CASSETTE RECORDER/FM
MULTIPLEX RADIO
Has direct stereo
record feature

705 nector, fuse and head cleaner are re-
portedly standard accessories. The
unit operates from a 12v system,
weighs 7 lb and measures 93/4 by 93/4
by 3 in. List price is $199.95. Aiwa

A Model TPR-2011 cassette stereo-
recorder/FM-multiplex radio combi-
nation features mode controls, auto-
matic volume control for recording,
mono -stereo, FM multiplex, left and
right balance, tape record and tape
playback, fast forward and reverse-
plus automatic cartridge pop -out,
when the music program is completed.
A mounting bracket, four -prong con -

UHF BROADBAND AMPLIFIER
Built-in output
UHF/VHF multiplexer

The Model CUB -50 solid-state
broadband UHF amplifier is used to
amplify UHF -TV signals for direct
"on -channel" distribution in MATV
systems, eliminating the need for
headend UHF -to -VHF converters.
The unit reportedly features low -noise
and high -output capability obtained
through the exclusive use of silicon
transistors. A control on the front
panel reportedly permits adjusting the
UHF gain over a 21dB range. The
unit also has a built-in output UHF/

706

EXCLUSIVE! NOBODY BUT NOBODY CAN TOP THESE FEATURES!

 PRIORITY CHANNEL SIGNAL LOCKS TO THE EXCLUSION OF ALL OTHER SIGNALS*

 CARRIER DELAY ALLOWS OPERATOR TO HEAR THE MOBILE CALLBACKS*

 MANUAL SELECTION ACCOMPLISHED BY SLOW SCAN TECHNIQUE*

SONAR -SCAN
FM MONITOR RECEIVERS

A new standard of excellence that defies comparison. With versatility that's surpassed only
by performance. It's advanced design, circuitry and unusually crisp clear sensitivity (0.5i,v)
are only a few of the many features for the ultimate in FM Monitor Receivers  Plus
SONAR -SCAN will signal search and automatically lock a signal on any of 8 pre-pro-
grammed channels . Solid state-for rugged use over a wide temperature range . . .

Noise free squelch 8 crystal controlled channels . .. Dual purpose power supply for
11'7VAC or 12VDC, negative or positive ground  Once you see end hear the difference
low will know why SONAR represents the standard of value that defies comparison.

EXCLUSIVE WIT

FR -25I4 (25.501MHz) FR -2515 (150-115MHe)
Comes complete with AC and DC power cables.
mounting bracket less crystals - Crystals $5.00 ea.

ONAR and PATENT PENDING*

isn rrS
MN,

SONAR RADIO
CORPORATION
73 Wortman Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

PMeOn
VOLUME

'189"

MANUAL

SCAN

saulc,
MANUAL

Send information on Model FR2514/15 SONAR -SCAN.
Dept. 895

Name

Address

City State lip

. for mare details circle 129 on Reader Service Card

VHF multiplexer. This feature per-
mits the use of the amplifier with a
companion VHF amplifier, without
the need for any external mixing
equipment. Manufacturer's specifica-
tions: Gain-41.5dB. Bandpass-±
0.7dB flatness at full gain. Gain Con-

trol Range-20.5dB to 41.5dB gain.
Noise Figure-10.0dB. Maximum In-
put, Per Channel (gain controls at
minimum gain)-37dB (70,000pv)
single channel for less than 1dB gain
compression; 28dB (25,0001a,v) for
three channels. Maximum Output Per
Channel (for -46dB crossmodulation
products)-+59dB (0.9v) single
channel and 50dB (0.3v) each chan-
nel for three channels (at threshold of
perceptible interference). Output Test
Jack-30db ±2dB, minimum return
loss 14dB (1.50VSWR). Output Mul-
tiplexer-VHF through loss-0.75dB.
VHF return loss-23dB (1.15 VSWR).
Size -8-3/4 in. L by 53/4 in. W by 33's
in., universal slotted mounting. Blond-
er -Tongue

VHF MONITOR RADIO

Automatically receives any
combination of both high- and
low -band signals

The Hi/Lo Monitoradio Scanner is
designed to automatically receive any
combination of both high- and low-
band signals. The radio is capable of
scanning any mixture of frequencies
in the 30 to 50MHz and 144 to 174
MHz ranges, through eight crystal -
controlled channels. The receiver can
reportedly cross -band monitor police,
tire, radio telephone and marine sig-
nals in either band. The unit searches
or a signal with the process detailed

by read out lights for each channel.
Upon detection of a high- or low -band
signal, the receiver stops to monitor
the entire transmission. At completion

continued on page 72

707
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY

OAK BROOK EXECUTIVE PLAZA, 1301 W 22ND STREET, OAK BROOK, ILLINOIS 60521 (312) 6542030

ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

SALES

OPERATION

May 15, 1970

TO: THE INDEPENDENT ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTION AND SERVICE INDUSTRY

Many inquiries have been received from independent distributors, service
dealers and technicians as to General Electric's long-range posture with
respect to the electronics service business.

As a Company, General Electric is basically a manufacturer and, therefore,
is concerned primarily with the investment of capital and capabilities in
technological developments in such areas as integrated circuits, nuclear
power, computers, jet engines, appliances, chemicals and with the growth
of many other existing businesses.

As a manufacturer, the Company has a long-term interest and obligation to
assure complete customer satisfaction and is continually examining new
approaches to fulfill this obligation with respect to its own products,
including television sets.

ON THE OTHER HAND, GENERAL ELECTRIC IS ALSO A COMPONENTS MANUFACTURER
AND, AS SUCH, WE PLACE AN EXTREMELY HIGH VALUE ON OUR RELATIONSHIPS WITH
INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS AND INDEPENDENT SERVICE DEALERS AND TECHNICIANS.
THESE RELATIONSHIPS OF MUTUAL RESPECT AND UNDERSTANDING WERE CAREFULLY
AND DILIGENTLY DEVELOPED OVER THE LAST QUARTER CENTURY BY PEOPLE WHO,
WHILE REFLECTING WITH PRIDE ON THE PAST, LOOK TO A FUTURE OF CONTINUED
COOPERATION, GROWTH AND PROFITABILITY. WE SEE NO REASON TO ABDICATE
THESE LONG-STANDING RELATIONSHIPS. WE PLAN TO CONTINUE OUR SUPPORT OF
THE INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTION AND SERVICE CHANNELS AND WE ARE CONFIDENT
THEY WILL CONTINUE TO PLAY A VITALLY IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE SERVICE
INDUSTRY.

JOHN N. PHILLIPS, Manager
Electronic Components Sales Operation

... for no -e details circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook Motorola Color TV Service Manual Electric Motor Test & Repair

New Third Edition-A
brand-new, enlarged
edition of the ever pop-
ular circuit designer's
"cookbook," now con-
taining over 600 proven
circuits, for all types of
functions, selected from
thousands on the basis
of originality and prac-
tical application. Now
you can have, at your
fingertips, this careful-
ly -planned reference
source of tried and

tested circuits. Selected from thousands sub-
mitted by distinguished engineers, these
"thought -starters" are a collection of original
circuits selected on the basis of their useful-
ness. This detailed compilation of practical de-
sign data is the answer to the need for an or-
ganized gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that can easily
serve as stepping stones to almost any kind
of circuit you might want to build. 384 pps
19 big sections, over 600 illus., 81/2," x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

This brand-new all -in -
one handbook covers all
models using the TS -907
through TS -924 chassis
- including the all -
transistor TS -915/919
chassis - all the infor-
mation you need to
know about setup,
alignment troubleshoot-
ing, etc., slanted spe-
cifically to unique Mo-
torola characteristics.
In addition to general
data, there's specific in-

formation on each chassis, detailing special
features, test -point locations, individual align-
ment procedures, setup kinks unique to each
chassis, CRT replacement instructions, trou-
bleshooting tips and modifications, etc. Also,
there's a BIG 18 -page foldout section with
complete schematic diagrams for ALL Motor-
ola Color chassis. 160 pps., BIG 8,/j" x 11"
size, plus 18 -page schematic foldout section.
Long -life vinyl cover.
List Price $7.95 Order No 509

A guide to maintenance
practices for all types
of small horsepower
motors. While many of
the larger motor repair
shops find it more ex-
pedient to replace low
horsepower units, re-
winding of small elec-
tric motors is still a
wide -spread and profit-
able practice. This
practical guide contains
a wealth of informa-
tion on testing and re -

c inding small motors of every type, including
fan, starter, polyphase, capacitor, induction.
-ynchronous, etc. Early chapters tell you how
o set up a motor test panel, make general tests

:end measurements, and advise you about the
tools and equipment necessary such as an ar-
mature winder, wedge driver, cutting and
gauging board, coil taper, puller plate, etc.l.
160 pps., 102 illus. Comb -bound with soft
'Over.
List Price $6.95 Order No. T-97

Color TV Trouble Factbook

COLOR TV
TROUBLE

TACTBOOK

Here's a complete guide
to color TV troubles
and solutions, arranged
by make and model, a
low-cost, all -in -one ref-
erence handbook every
TV service technician
should own. The infor-
mation it contains may
easily save you hours
of time repairing a
"tough -dog" color TV.
Included are details
concerning repetitive
troubles, field -factory

changes, new and unusual circuits and de-
scriptions of how they work, special adjust-
ment procedures and other such pertinent ser-
vice information. The content is arranged by
brand names, covering every major make of
color TV receiver produced in the past several
years. Models and chassis covered are arranged
in alpha -numerical order. 176-pps. Hardbound.
List Price $6.95 Order No. 519

MOTOROLA

Audio Systems Handbook

Complete reference and
guide to audio system
design, encompassing
home entertainment.
commercial sound and
studio installations.
Chapter 1, covering
amplifiers and amplifi-
cation, explains db and
impedances, level limi-
tations, insertion gain,
plus a host of other
basics necessary for
practical system design.
The author goes to

great lengths to impart an understanding of
these vital ingredients as they apply to over-
all operation. The same may be said of the
treatment in succeeding Chapters on equaliz-
ers, mixers, filters, distribution systems, pro-
gram sources, commercial systems, studios.
and loudspeaker systems. 192 pps., 125 illus.
Hardbound.
List Price S7.95 Order No 4)4
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104 Easy Transistor Projects
You Can Build

YOU CM

How would you like to
have a high -gain tele-
phone pickup, a wire-
less mike, an electric
megaphone, a CB re-
ceiver, light dimmer,
fence charger, or any
one of 104 such useful
devices? You can build
them yourself, at very
little cost, and have a
lot of fun in the proc-
ess. What's more,
you're bound to learn a
lot about transistor cir-

cuits I including FETs and SCRs). A complete
,thematic diagram is included for each device,
along with a parts list, plus a brief descrip-
tion of its operation and application, and no-
tations concerning any critical points. All of
the devices have practical application in the
home, on the repair bench, in the ham shack.
on your car, boat, airplane, etc. 224 pps.
Hardbound.
List Price $6.95 Order No. 462

Handbook of Semiconductor
Circuits

Contains 124 examples
of standard transistor
circuits, complete with
operational data for
amplifiers, oscillators.
logic and switching cir-
cuits. power supplies,
and various nonlinear
circuits. The broad
range of circuits includ-
ed were selected on the
basis of application and
practicality. A design
philosophy section is

included with each group of circuits, thereby
providing a basis for understanding circuits
other than those selected as examples. This is
not a handbook of "preferred" circuits, but
rather a collection of practical circuits which
have wide application and exemplifying good
engineering design. Each circuit description
includes data concerning any unique design or
operational data, along with schematic dia-
grams. Hundreds of illustrations and diagrams.
448 pps., 6" x 9". Hardbound.
List Price $$.95 Order No. G-30

Digital Computer Theory

Whether you are a
technician or engineer
who needs comprehen-
sive knowledge of com-
puter operation, or sim-
ply a hobbyist with a
passing interest in the
subject, this outstand-
ing text is for you. In
the first section you are
acquainted with basic
computer technology,
including computer
codes and language pro-
gramming. The second

section presents a detailed study of modern
computer logic circuits, such as AND, OR,
NAND, and NOR gates. In addition, thorough
explanations of basic circuit blocks are dis-
cussed-bistable, monostable, and astable mul-
tivibrators, Schmitt trigger circuits, etc. Final-
ly. the third section covers memory, control,
arithmetic, and input-output units. 320 pps.
Hardbound.

DIGITAL

COMPUTER

THEORY

List Price $7.95 Order No. 276

Semiconductors From A to Z

Here it is-everything
you need to know about
semiconductors - from
basic diodes and tran-
sistors to FETs, MOS
FETs, tunnel diodes.
integrated circuits, var-
leaps, photoFETs, light-
sensitive and light -
emissive devices, in-
candescent and lumi-
nescent optic -electronic
circuits, un ij unction
transistors, field-effect

diodes, SCR and zener diodes, etc. Explains
how these various devices work and how they
are used, with descriptions of all the common
and unique circuits used in modern semicon-
ductor technology. Attention is given to inte-
grated circuit applications - variable -current
and constant -current sources, unbalanced dif-
ferential amplifiers, IC applications in FM and
TV receivers, TV sound circuits, discriminator
circuits, and cascade amplifier networks. 272
lips., over 300 illus., 26 Chapters.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 493
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

OF
THESE
UNIQUE yours for only
BOOKS ° ...with Trial

(Combined List Price $34.85) Club Membership

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members .. . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering -you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $34.85) for only 990 each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.

4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.

5. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act
promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days

and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Philco Color TV Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price 54.95

Dictionary of Electronics
List Price $6.95; Club Price $5.50

CATV System Engineering
List Price 512.95; Club Price $7.95

Solid Slate Circuit Design & Operation
List Price 59.95; Club Price $5.95

1970 Tube/Transistor Substitution Guide
List Price $4.95; Club Price $2.50

How t. Build a Working Digital
Computer

List Price 57.95; Club Price $3.95
Small Appliance Repair Guide

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Solid State Circuit Design & Operation

List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
101 TV Troubles

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Zenith Color TV Service Manual

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Servicing Electronic Organs

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Digital Computer Analysis

List Price $10.95; Club Price 57.95
How To Test Almost Everything Electronic

List Price $5.65; Club Price $3.95
How to Use Your VOM. VTVM & Scope

List Price $6.95; Club Price 54.95
Radic Operator's Q & A Manual

List Price $8.95; Club Price $7.50
Tape Recording For Fun & Profit

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Elements of Tape Recorder Circuits

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Indu,trial Electronics Made Easy

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Elec-conic Test & Measurement Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Installing Hi-Fi Systems

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pinpoint TV Troubles in 10 Minutes

List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95
Env, Way To Service Radios

List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
Practical Color TV Servicing Techniques

List Price 58.95; Club Price $5.95
Ma-hematics for Electronics

List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95
Transistor Projects

List Price $5.95; Club Price $2.95
Electronic Musical Instruments

List Price $10.00; Club Price $7.95

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

JULY 1970
for more details circle 101 on Realer Service Card
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ONE GUN
BOOSTER

EXTENDS

COLOR

GUN

LIFE

FOR COLOR TV

°NE e:" RESTORES

RED, BLUE

OR GREEN

_040711.11,,,0.4 BRIWANCE7

EASY TO INSTALL
riNSTRUCTIONL ON PACK,

WORK MAN o

M0011.

WG1

BEFORE AFTER
installation of

ONE GUN BOOSTER
Boosts the one weak color needed
for a BALANCED color picture.

MANUFACTURED BY

WORKMAN terittC.
PRODUC TS INC

. for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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Melted solder
disappears up
hollow tip
into tube

The ENDECO Desoldering Iron
Removes Soldered Components
in seconds...without damage!
Endeco melts solder; removes last trace
by vacuum. Leaves terminals and
mounting holes clean. Resolders PC
boards better than regular iron. One -
hand operation. Temperature controlled
for continuous use. Standard tip furn-
ished, 5 other tip sizes. Pays for itself.
$20.65 net. Smaller size available. See
your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

5127 E. 65th Indianapolis, Ind. 46220
... for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card

NEW PRODUCTS

continued from page 66
of the message, the search process re-
sumes automatically. The computer
patch board matrix contains eight
high- and eight low -terminal pro-
grammers in addition to eight crystal
sockets. A plug-in crystal for the fre-
quency of the user's choice is inserted
and the terminal lead wire is connect-
ed to the corresponding high- or low -
band terminal programmer. The proc-

ess is repeated in any high/ low se-
quence for the remaining seven crystal
positions. Front panel push buttons
for each channel enable the receiver
to scan all eight positions, or a choice
of any combination of them. Sensitiv-
ity is rated at 0.5p,v for low -band
channels and 0.7//v for high. Specifi-
cations indicate a selectivity of 50dB

:±15kHz and a 5w audio output.
Price is. $169. Regency

RADIATION METER 708

Detects both x-ray
and gamma radiation

A Model 499 VIC-CHEK Survey
Meter has been designed to answer
the need of TV servicemen wishing to
check the amount of radiation emitted
from color -TV sets. Although primari-
ly designed for TV servicemen, the
unit is also a quick and sensitive radia-
tion survey meter. A single pushbut-
ton switch activates the circuitry to
provide almost immediate indications
of the relative radiation intensity.
Power is supplied by one 9v transistor -
radio battery, and power is drawn
only when the pushbutton is de-

pressed. 1 he meter detects both x-ray
and gamma radiation. It is said to
have a range of from 0 to 1000 counts
per minute, with a reported accuracy
of ±20 percent of full-scale reading.
The detector, contained within the
chassis, is a Geiger -Mueller counter
tube with organic quench and a 10 sq.
cm aluminized mylar radiation win-
dow. The circuits are reportedly all
solid-state for lower power consump-
tion and increased reliability. The 1 lb
instrument is 3 in. wide by 5 in. high
by 21/2 in. deep. Price $79.50. Vic-
toreen

INVERTER 709

Output
Capacity of 600w

Announced is a solid-state inverter
for the operation of 117v 60Hz ac
equipment from 12vdc storage battery
power. This Inverter Model 12U-S6M
has an output capacity of 600w con-
tinuous and 650w intermittent while
maintaining frequency at 60Hz with
varying load or input voltage. The in-
verter is reportedly well filtered and
comes complete with battery cables
ready for operation. Net price
$249.75. ATR.

TV SWEEP/ MARKER 710
GENERATOR

I-undamental sweep output
on all VHF TV channels

A color -TV alignment test instru-
ment has been designed to combine
features normally found in three or
four separate pieces of test equipment.
The TV Sweep Chanalyst, WR-514A,
is said to have the combined features
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of a TV sweep generator, marker gen-
erator, marker adder, and special
"ChromAlign" system for color band-
pass alignment. This instrument re-
portedly provides RF, IF and video
output sweep signals for alignment of
VHF tuners; IF, video and color band-
pass amplifiers. When used with an

oscilloscope, the instrument reported-
ly provides a continuous -trace display
of the bandpass characteristics of TV
receiver circuits. Specifications indi-
cate that some of the features include:
Fundamental sweep output on all
VHF TV channels-for sweep align-
ment of VHF tuners. Sweep output on
all IF frequencies for stage -by -stage or
overall IF alignment. Video sweep
output from 50kHz to 5MHz for
alignment of video amplifiers and
chroma circuits. Special signal for col-
or bandpass alignment. Built-in mark-
er -adder function. Seven crystal -con-
trolled IF markers for checking IF re-
sponse of sound, picture and chroma
carriers. FM sweep output from 88 to
108MHz for FM tuner alignment. In
addition, the instrument has been re-
designed to incorporate BNC connec-
tors throughout and comes equipped
with new basic output cables and
snap -on alignment adapters. Price with
cable accessories is $375. RCA

CONNECTORS 711

Competitively priced
and intermateable

A new line of competitively priced
audio connectors which are construct-
ed of durable plastic is introduced.
The connectors are du-
rable, lightweight, and
fully intermateable with
all industry standard
latchlock types.

The connectors are
ideally suited for use in
audio frequency and
other low-level, high

circuit ap-impedance
plications.

Known as Excellite
audio connector, a new
line includes straight
cord plugs and wall
mounting receptacles

offering both plug and socket in-
serts in three-, four- or five -contact
configurations. Features include dura-
ble, molded ABS (acrylonitrile buta-
diene styrene) bodies; nickel plating
throughout; convenient pushbutton
lock/release; positive gripping cable
clamps; unitized, removable inserts
molded of high impact type six nylon;
silver plated brass screw -machine con-
tacts, with positive grounding provi-
sion when contacts engage/disengage;
black neoprene rubber cable relief.

Immediate applications include pub-
lic address sound systems, studio
broadcast systems, recording equip-
ment, test instruments, two-way radio
communications gear, computer pe-
ripheral equipment and a host of simi-
lar high-performance uses.

Excellite cord plugs feature a single
conventional, right hand, self -forming
thread insert screw. For cable instal-
lation, connector disassembly requires
only that the insert screw be turned
counterclockwise, releasing the one-
piece insert assembly.

Once the insert screw has been re-
moved, the assembly easily slides from
the connector shell.

After cable termination to solder
cup contacts, the insert assembly is
simply aligned with the shell and in-
serted. The insert screw is then re-
placed and tightened clockwise.

The three -pin version uses #12
and is current rated at 15a;

the four -pin connector uses # 16 con-
tacts at 10a; the five -pin version uses
#20 contacts. rated for currents to
7.5a.

Straight cord plugs with socket
contacts measure 3/4 in. diameter (sock-
et end) by 3 3/16in. long (tip -to -tip).
Pin contact straight cord plugs are the
same diameter at pin end; their length
is three inches. Wall mounting recep-
tacles with pin contacts are also 3/4 in.
diameter, but are only 7/8in. deep with
a mounting plate measuring 1 7/ 16in.
high by /s in. wide. Socket contact
wall mounting receptacles are 15/16
in. diameter by 1 1/16in. long, with
mounting plate measuring 1 7/16in.
high by 1 1/16in. wide. Amphenol.

4

When you're

putting up an

antenna,

RCA supports it.

With a complete

line of hardware.
Chimney, wall, and roof mounts.
Masting. Guy wires, fittings ...
and standoffs, too. Whatever your
requirements ... RCA meets
their with a complete line of
Antenna Installation Hardware.

Every item in the line has been
give, that special attention to
design and quality that you've
come to expect from RCA.

Ask your RCA Distributor about
the RCA antenna hardware line,
and about his special deal on
a hardware merchandiser for
pro'itable "do-it-yourself" sales.
Sel the hardware line with built-in
corsumer acceptance-RCA.

Parts and Accessories,
Deptford, N.J. 08096

Antenna
Installation Hardware

JULY 1970
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NEW PRODUCTS

SERVICE EXTENSIONS 712

Cables speed
equipment servicing

A full line of service extensions is
announced. Service extensions are de-
signed to speed servicing of television
sets, high fidelity equipment and ap-
pliances equipped with Molex inter -
connectors.

All service extension cables are 36
in. long, and are available in 15, 9, 6,

3, 2, 1 contact configurations.
A kit of four of the most popular

cables (PA-396/PA-496) is also
available.

Prices of Molex service extensions
range from $5.80 for the 15 contact to
$.50 for the I contact. The kit prices
are $9.95. Telematic Div. of U.X.L.
Corp.

MARINE ANTENNA 713

Rotated 360 degrees
from inside the boat

A collapsible rotating all channel
TV/FM RMA-I Marine Antenna de-
signed for use on power cruisers,
houseboats, sailboats and auxiliaries
is introduced.

The unit consists of an all channel,
VHF -UHF -FM Color Spectrum An-
tenna mounted on a telescoping mast
and manual motor mechanism. When
in use it is telescoped up to 10ft and
can be rotated by a full 360 degrees
from inside the boat. When not in use
the antenna telescopes down and col-
lapses, without disassembly, into a
neat package that is covered by a ny-
lon reinforced vinyl cover.

The all weather 7511 shielded co-
axial cable transmission line system
reportedly wards off any unwanted

4f.

SENCORE SM152-ONLY COMPLETE SWEEP AND
MARKER GENERATOR
 Sweeps all VHF channels  Sweeps all UHF channels  Sweeps chroma
through IF or Direct  Sweeps FM IF and complete band of RF  Covers
20Mhz older sets and new import sets  AN crystal controlled markers  Self
generator base line for zero reference (as shown in all alignment instructions)
Sure-it's a little more than others-but who else has
UHF for example? And all new tuners must have UHF on them. $450.00

IN STOCK AT YOUR LOCAL 1\1 CD FR
PARTS DISTRIBUTOR. NO I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57100

. for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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noise or distortion from metal boat
parts, operating generators or motors.
Combined with a 75-30011 set match-
ing transformer/splitter, the antenna
assures fine television reception.

The antenna is easily mounted in
minutes with simple tools. Gold Coro-
dizing protects the antenna and all its
parts from fresh water and salt water
corrosion. Manufacturer's list price:
$89.95. Finney.

SOLID-STATE DAMPER 714
TUBE REPLACEMENT
Replacing such damper
tubes as 6AX4 and 6AU4

The solid-state, octal based plug-in
rectifier updating the set and directly
replacing such damper tubes as 6AX4

;uxl 6AU4 is introduced. The rectifier
reportedly provides greater voltage at
less current than conventional electron
ube dampers and generates much less

heat. Electrical characteristics, at
I5.7kHz, include ratings of 5kv peak
inverse voltage at 210ma, with a maxi-
mum peak current limit of 1300ma.
Expressed with an IF of 20mv and a



-

recovery to an IR of 200pa, maximum
recovery time is 4ps. Maximum am-
bient temperature rating is 85°C
( I 88°F). The unit is designed for par-
allel filament circuits only. The Model
XP405 rectifier sells for $6.60. Sarkes
Tarzian.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT LOCK

Free spinning and 715

wrench resistant

The Model 200 Security Lock is in-
troduced. The lock is a seven -pin tum-
bler cylinder lock that foils would-be
thieves by securing the equipment to
the desk, table or panel and cannot
be removed without the owner's key.
This steel device is both free spinning
and wrench resistant and the owner
has one of 25,000 key combinations
and therefore has the "pick -resistant"
quality which the authorities recom-
mend. Priced at $10.95. Bolen.

TEST CLIP

Uses gold plated phosphor
bronze fingers

Easy accessibility to hard -to -reach
DIP pins is provided by a new IC Test
Clip. The clip is ideal for field service
work and for lab and production cir-
cuit checking, particularly for use with
oscilloscope probes. It can also be used
for easy damage -free removal of dual
in -line packages. A "contact comb" as-
sures positive short -proof positioning
of the wiping -action gold plated phos-

716

phor bronze fingers with a helical
spring to provide the correct contact
tension. The new clip fits all dual in -
line packages with leads on .5 and .6
in. centers. Price $7.50 in quantities of
one to nine. AP Incorporated.

FET VOLT -OHMMETER 717

Meter and transistors are
protected against burnout

Introduced is a solid-state FET volt -
ohmmeter in both kit and wired form.

DEPENDABLE ALL -

PLASTIC COLOR TUBE

BRIGHTENERS

=CTB-70

Restores "New Set" performance to Color TV Sets
when Color tdbes become dull and lose contrast
quality after line year. Increases tube brilliance by
increasing the electron emission. All plastic-not
paper, Reusable! Simple installation! Just plug in
between the color tube and color tube socket. :=CTB-
70 for 70' button base pic tubes. =CTB-90 for 90
button base pin tubes. Both blister -sealed on attrac-
tive, informative Peg -Hang Cards. For Profit Details-
Write:

% 4411°=CTB-90

RAM ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462
 Tel. (212: 892-6700

. for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card

for
your al ew

solid state

instant -on

MIGHTY MITE YI
 Now faster Than ever. Instant -on action with all solid state

FET circuitry- -no waiting for warm-up.
 New push-button operation speeds up every test-saves

you valuable time.
 New 13th socket checks still more tubes --now over 3000

including foreign.
Jew hi -style case-vinyl-clad and brushed steel. A profes-

sional instrument designed for professionals.

At your distributor now, TC-154 only $99.50

ENCORE
NC I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVI. ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101

... for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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The FET VOM features meter and
transistors which are protected against
burnout. The VOM has 11M input
impedance on dc and 1M impedance
on ac to reduce circuit loading and a
large 41/2in. 200/2a meter for accurate
readings. Ranges: dc and ac volts:
0-1.2, 12, 120, 1200. P -P ac volts:
0-3.33, 33, 330, 1200. Resistance: 0-
1K, 100K, 10M, 1000M. DB: -24 to
+56 in 4 ranges. The unit is housed
in a high -impact bakelite case with
handle. Size: 51/4 x 7 x 23/4in. Com-
plete with batteries, leads, and com-
plete instructions. Kit stock No. 38-
0115; price $29.95. Wired stock No.
38-01164; price $39.95. Lafayette.

TAPE DECK 718

Three motors with
automatic reverse

A three -motor, reverse, custom
stereo tape deck, Model 650XD, is in-
troduced. Among the features are au-
tomatic reverse for 12.8 hours of play-
back or record, three -speed hysteresis

synchronous capstan motor without
belt shifting, two 6 -pole eddy -current
reel motors, automatic shutoff, sound -
on -sound, 30 to 23,000 Hz frequency
response, slide -pot controls, twin VU
meters, Cross Field head which re-
cords in the high frequency spectrum,
and digit counter with push-button re-
set. The unit is designed for use with
home stereo music systems, and is
priced at $399.95. Roberts.

TUNER DEGREASER 719

Warmer and faster
cleaning action

Announced is the development of a
degreaser for cleaning and restoring
tuner contacts. The tuner spray is said

DECISION

MAKER

The Sencore CRT Champion. Judge and jury when it comes to
color CRT analyzing. Reaches a verdict in seconds - tells you if
the tube has adequate emission, and if it will track in the TV set.

Automatic color tracking according to industry standards with
exclusive 3 Gun G2 Control.
One-step controlled rejuvenation with automatic RC timer. A

Sencore exclusive.

Lots more, too. So try the decision maker - the Sencore CRT
Champion - at your distributor today. You'll reach the right
verdict. CR-143 $119.50

CD 1=t
NO I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101

to be warmer, reducing detuning re-
covery time, while more powerful in
its cleaning action. Called WARM
TUN -O -WASH, the new tuner de-
greaser uses a blend of Freon 12 plus
ingredients that reportedly make the
spray approximately 25°F warmer
than earlier sprays. Contacts and com-
ponents sprayed with the tuner de-
greaser reportedly do not frost up and
dry more rapidly. The tuner degreaser
is available in 24 oz. cans for $3.25.
Chemtronics

DC MICROVOLTMETER 720

Transforms any AC millivolt
meter into a direct reading
DC microvolt meter

Introduced is a low-cost Model
100dc microvolt converter. This in-
strument will reportedly transform
any ac millivolt meter into a direct
reading dc microvolt meter with zero
drift and one microvolt resolution.
One percent accuracy is accomplished
by the use of an ultra linear dc to ac
converter. Other features are 10M in-
put impedance and auto polarity-no
ac millivolt meter modifications are
required and sells for $49.50. Elec-
tronic Applications.

. . . for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card
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TEKLAB REPORT...
continued from page 45

er. At the same time a 6v regulated
control voltage is obtained from pin
nine of IC201, which is connected
to resistor R155 and R156-provid-
ing control voltage for the voltage
dependent capacitor in the VHF
tuner.

The UHF tuner is also provided
with an AFT voltage, which is ob-
tained from terminal four of the IC -
201 through resistors R278, R157
and R158.

The circuit configuration of IC-
201 is fairly complex and it is not
possible to make resistance mea-
surements to determine if the inte-
grated circuit is defected. Any acci-
dental shorting of the integrated -
circuit pins can destroy it.

PRODUCTION CHANGES
INCORPORATED

he following production change
is incorporated in this chassis:

In the AFT circuits, the lead from
Pin 9 of IC201 to SW103 has
been removed. The leads from
Pins 77 and 78 of PC2 to the
tuner have been shielded.

TROUBLESHOOTING THE IC
Troubleshooting the integrated

circuit is accomplished by checking
the terminal voltages with an FET

NOW A ONE STOP
SHOPPING CENTER FOR
YOUR AUTO RADIO AND
8 TRACK STEREO PARTS.
AT FACTORY DISCOUNTS

WE ARE AUTHORIZED PARTS
DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

DELCO PANASONIC
BENDIX PHILIPS
MOTOROLA BELLE WOOD
LEAR JET WARD
TENNA QUICKMOUNT
METRA DEWEKO
AUTOMATIC AC SPEEDO
ON GUARD KING SEELEY
CRAIG STEWART WARNER

STERO LOCK MOUNTS

SEND YOUR ORDERS WITH
PART NUMBERS TO

Laran Electronics, Inc.
3768 BOSTON ROAD

DEPT 100 BRONX, N.Y. 10469

OR SEND MODEL, MAKE AND
DESCRIPTION OF PART WANTED.

meter or VTVM. In this way, a de-
fective unit can be quickly detected.
With the AFT switch in an on po-
sition and accurately tuned, the volt-
ages should read as follows:

Terminal Terminal
1 +2.5v 6 +2.5v
2 +12v 7 +2.4v
3 +2.5v 8 Ov
4 +6v 9 +7v
5 +6v 10 +12v

To identify the terminals of IC -
201, count the terminals from the
bottom of the circuit board. The
lead adjacent to the tab is terminal
10, and the terminal numbers de-
crease in a counter -clockwise direc-
tion.

With AFT defeat switch in the
off position, the voltage at VHF tun-
er terminal "A" will be 9v, while
terminal "B" will be 3v. This is due
to the voltage divider consisting of
resistors R277, R155, R156 and
R153, which are connected in series.

It is also important that external
checks be made up to the integrated
circuit. The 12vdc obtained from
the Zener diode, XZ201, should be
present at terminal 10 of IC201.

The video carrier signal should be
present at terminal 7 and the AFT
discriminator transformer should be
adjusted to 45.75MHz. The discrim-
inator transformer should be adjust-
ed for a symmetrical "S" curve. 

Next month we will discuss the Au-
tomatic Color Control Circuit (ACC),
Quick -On Circuit, and various adjust-
ments related to this chassis.

MOVING?
Send Change of

Address to:

ELECTRONIC
-ECHNICIAN DEALER

1-Inrbrace Building

Duluth, Minn. 55802

Check'em,.
ALL!

TRANSISTORS

FET'S IN OR
OUT OF CIRCUIT
The TF17 works every time using tried and proven signal injection
techniques. New, improved tests or special RF transistors and
the latest high power transistors, mean that the TF17 is the only
up-to-date transistor tester on the market. A new, exclusive
setup book in rear compartment guides you to every test for
over 12,000 transistors and FETs. The book is not needed for
general service troubleshooting. Regular transistors are checked
for beta gain and lobo leakage. FETs are checked for trans -
conductance and Igss leakage. On'y $109.50

NO , MANO t MONK MA,NIf NANCE (0(0/ Vt h'

426 SOUTH WFSTGATF [`RIVE ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101
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700 Closed -Circuit Camera

701 Stereo Headphone
702 Citizens Band Scanner
703 Record/Playback Deck
704 Color -TV Set

705 Cassette Recorder/FM Multiplex
Radio

706 UHF Broadband Amplifier
707 VHF Monitor Radio

708 Radiation Meter
709 Inverter
710 TV Sweep/ Marker Generator

711 Connectors

712 Service Extensions
713 Marine Antenna
714 Solid -State Damper Tube Replacement 74
715 Electronic Equipment Lock 75

716 Test Clip

717 FET Volt -Ohmmeter

718 Tape Deck

719 Tuner Degreaser
720 DC Microvoltmeter
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66
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TEST INSTRUMENTS
900 EICO Model 379 Signal Generator 54

901 EICO Model 150 Signal Tracer 54
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121 RCA Electronic Components-
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122 RCA Parts & Accessories

29

65

73

RCA Picture Tubes 4th Cover

RCA Semiconductor Distributor
Products 42

123 RCA Test Equipment 33

124 RMS Electronics, Inc. 75

125 Sencore, Inc. 74

126 Sencore, Inc. 75

127 Sencore, Inc. 76

128 Sencore, Inc. 77

129 Sonar Radio Corp. 66

130 Sprague Products Company 25

Sylvania Electric Products 31

Sylvania Electric Products 63

131 Tech Spray 62

132 Tuner Service Corp. 19

133 Workman Electronic Products, Inc. 72

134 InfoMetrics 34

Technicians, Earn Your Associate

DEGREE
mostly by correspondence

Accredited by the Accdt. Comm. of National Home
Study Council. G.I. Bill Approved. Free catalog.
Write: Dept. T

Grantham School of Engineering
1505 N. Western, Hollywood, Calif. 90027
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GET THIS FREE BONUS WITH YOUR PERSONAL SUB-

SNIPTION TO ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER!

Enter your subscription for a two- or three-year term and
well send you the new TEKFAX 109 Book of Schematics-
FREE!

$10 for 3 Years $8 for 2 Years r $5 for 1 Year

Payment Enclosed r_7 Bill Me Later
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1. n the TV, Radio and other consumer products fields, is your firm
PRIMARILY a: (check most descriptive item)

Retailer with service 2. Title: (please check one)
department
Service/repair firm Owner, manager, buyer,
with some retai other executive
Industrial electronics ) Service manager
service firm Service repairman or
Manufacturer other employee
Other (please describe)

If you are renevvin'j your subscript on. check here and attach your address label. If you renew
your subscription for -o 3 years, you are still eligible to receiue the TEKFAX 109 as your free bonus.
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Put your parts in order.
All it takes is genius to arrive al simplic-

ity. This new display stand is deceivirg,
more than a display stand. It's set up to operate
like a store within your stare fcr :nstant
servicing.

Here, within this unit, is a comp'ete sti:k
of all the wide range twist prongs you'll need
plus micas, miniature electrolytics, cerami2s,
wide range tubulars and dipped paper Divhr.*
The selection was based on an extensive stilly
of all capacitors used in the replacement market.
Now, with the Re -Place, you're in the capacitor

replacement business. The Re -Place only takes
2' x 5' in space and you have all your parts ir
order

InterestecF Write for our new catalog or.
The Re-PlaceTM capacitor line."The Replacers'
-the most complete line of replacement capac-
itors in the smallest possible package.

D5E

.. for mope data I; elide 107 on Realer Service Card
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The brilliance of our new color
replacement tube is matched only
by the sharpness of its pictures

RCAM
leNow it's easier to sell up to the best. RCA
has added brightness without sacrificing
sharpness!

Here's how and why:
To produce the brightest color picture tube in

RCA's history, we developed a new phosphor -dot
screening process that incorporates a jet-black
matrix. But we didn't stop there. We wanted a tube
that could deliver sharp, vivid pictures even in
strong room light. So, we added the brilliance of
new phosphors and deposited each red, green and
blue phosphor -dot within the black matrix. Result:
brighter pictures with no loss of contrast. Thanks to
the matrix technique, combined with our new high
resolution gun and greatly improved phcsphors, the
Matrix is also the sharpest color picture tube in

RCA's history. Matrix owners can turn up brightness
without "timing down" color!

Will your customers see the difference? You bet!
What's more, they'll be pre -sold on the difference-
every time they see the 1970 big -screen color sets
people are talking about! So when they need a re-
placement tube, satisfy their appetite for brighter,
sharper pictures. Give their sets new brilliance and
more vividly detailed pictures with RCA Matrix. The
Matrix Tube is 100% brighter than any previous
color picture tube manufactured by RCA.
For complete details, call your
RCA Distributor.
RCA Electronic Components,
Harrison, New Jersey

The RCA 25BCP22 Matra Tubu can dir.cl[y replace 25XP22, 23BA1'22 and zii!-,o 1611,-,..ng types: 25ABP22, 25AFP22, 25ANP22, 25Aa22, 25AP22A,
25A0P22, 25BMP22, 25CP22, 25CP22A. 25GP22, 25GP22A, 25SP22, 25WP22, 25).1.22/25AP22A and 2521'22.


